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Cosimo Matassa & Senator Jones, Sea Saint Studios, New Orleans, 04-05-79 © Paul Harris
Dominique, our man in la belle France, wishes to write an extensive biography of Cosimo to be
published in future issues so here is Paul’s picture to confirm we aren’t ignoring Cosimo’s passing.

Neil Foster spiritualises
Carole Lateman lets us into her life
John Howard rocks it up in Las Vegas
Keith gets to know more about Iain Terry
Soul Kitchen, Jazz Junction, Blues Rambling
And more...
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The recent piece by Tony Papard has spurred me to write a little about the paranormal and the
arguments both for and against it. First, an experience (concerning a communication from the
dead) that my mother had. She once told me that she often used to wake up in the middle of the
night to see her late father standing by the bed, not as a vague shape, but as real-looking as if he
were still alive.
I asked her if she was frightened by the apparition and she replied, “Well, I didn't like it but I knew
he wasn't real, so I pulled the clothes over my head and went back to sleep.” So, did she really
see her dead father standing by the bed or...?
Obviously, she could never “prove” that it happened as she described and no one else could prove
that it didn't. However, there is a way around this logical impasse. Consider:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

My mother was not religious nor had she the slightest interest in the paranormal.
There was nothing wrong with her eyes.
There was nothing wrong with her brain (e.g. she didn't have the early stages of dementia
etc.)
She did not care whether I or anyone else believed her.
It was not a “one-off” occurrence. Note the “often”.
(Most important of all). She would not tell me lies! It would be more unbelievable or
incredible that she did tell me lies than that she did see her dead father. So, on the basis of
probability, I maintain that it happened as she said.

As to the reason why or how it happened, who knows?
Well, James “Amazing” Randi, the illusionist and arch-sceptic,
thinks he knows. He is sure that the paranormal is either a contrick or a delusion. He has made a career out of this dogma.
To me, the only thing that is amazing about this man is that he has
managed to delude some very clever people with his specious
arguments, his unwarranted assumptions, his devious behaviour
and his amazing talent for self-publicity.
Until recently, he had been offering a million-pound challenge to
anyone who could demonstrate a provable, repeatable example of
the paranormal. On his terms, of course!
Like some other people, I would have loved Randi to show me this
million pounds he was offering. Sometimes he said it was in cash,
other times it was in bonds. Boy, that's magic!
The Amazing Beard

He is also notorious for denying he said something in an interview and then being forced to accept
he did, when provided with a tape-recording of the interview, in which he actually says what he
denied saying. Boy, that's magic, too! “I must have been misquoted” is one of his favourite
excuses.
Although he has no scientific qualifications (nor any academic ones, either) he still has the
temerity to insult people who do have, like Russell Targ and Harold Puthoff, and, in particular,
Rupert Sheldrake (theory of morphic resonance), who sums up his shortcomings thus: “I don't take
the prize seriously, and above all, I don't trust Randi since I've found him to be dishonest. He is not
a scientist, has no scientific credentials and is essentially a showman and an expert in deception.”
Or as the American Indian chief said, “Man with big beard – he have big lie to hide.”
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Woody the Woodpecker thanks
the on-line magazine for saving
so many trees for him and says:
“ Ha Ha Ha Haaa HOLD THE
THIRD PAGE! ”
Hi Gang.
Welcome to Issue 81, it’s been a pretty hectic
time here at TFTW. At the time of writing, two
weekends have passed since Dorothy
Papard celebrated her 100 birthday surrounded by admiring family and
friends along with a Woodie or few at a hall attached to the sheltered
accommodation where she now resides in Battersea, south west
London organized and presided over by her admiring son, Tony,
veteran scribe for this magazine.
Lavished with cards and gifts, the
sun shone allowing those who
chose to wander the garden, Kate
Garner played the piano for an hour as
we all sang along to those well-loved
songs of the music hall, Dorothy too with
a near permanent ear to ear grin.
The local MP in company of the mayor
dropped by to offer their congratulations
and pose for a photo shoot. However, the
local paper could not find the time to send along a cub reporter despite the
auspices of the occasion, the presence of the daughter of one half of Chas ‘n’
Dave providing the afternoon’s entertainment, and despite Tony’s elder
brother’s recent trip to Buckingham Palace to receive a distinguished award. Certainly makes you
wonder who heads up these local rags and who, if anybody, makes a final decision.

























To draw on an expression, at its centre a hackneyed description, the tree of Tales From The
Woods has many branches (groan), many different heads are shielded under one huge umbrella
(another slightly louder groan) but it's true. We have our much admired magazine, social events
which take in so many varied activities that there is not sufficient space in this column to explain,
not including our last Friday of each and every month gang meet up for those who live within easy
reach of the capital city of this (still) United Kingdom. Whispers too have been reaching these ears
at the TFTW office that a few of our front line folk are reaching milestone birthdays next year, so I
guess you won’t be too surprised to discover there might be a party being thrown during the
course of 2015, to which each and every Woodie is automatically invited. Round-robin emails go
out to all our members up to three or four times a week advising of items of interest coming up
over the coming days, weeks, and of course our live shows which are so eagerly looked forward to
by so many of our regular attendees.
We do fully appreciate and indeed not expect every Woodie to have the same interests; we don't
expect those that attend our live shows to be interested in our social events even if they do live
close enough to attend, or vice versa. We are extremely proud to say that our emails and this
magazine are seen as a life-line to many, who for so many reasons be it health, distance or
finance, can’t possibly attend anything, no matter how much they would like to. Sadly there are a
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noticeable number of folks on our mailing list who, despite our amazing achievements especially
over these past few years, see us purely as an opportunity to advertise their wares free of charge
without putting an ounce back, or maybe see us as a convenient swap shop, having a green light
to ignore any email that I personally may dispatch to them. It only takes seconds to write an email
and it certainly involves a lot of hard work for our loyal TFTW personages to create what I have
described above. We will understand that if you were once interested but are no more, or you
simply don't like the magazine or anything about us, just let us know and we will simply cancel you
from the list, far more civilised than having to chop you off the list, simply because you can’t be
bothered to reply to a personal email from me. Just let Ken our membership secretary or Alan our
website man or indeed me personally know that you wish to leave us and we shall instantly oblige.

























Don’t Bin Tin Pan Alley – Save Denmark Street and Save The 12 Bar Club
http://www.change.org/en-GB/petitions/head-of-democratic-services-don-t-bin-tin-pan-alley
Synonymous with popular music Denmark
Street is scheduled for redevelopment on the
north side in late October. A Change.org
petition called ‘Don’t Bin Tin Pan Alley’ was
set up to stop this in May and has since
received 11,900 signatures (currently close
to 15,000 - H). The petition is on the desks of
Camden’s Development Committee who
seem to be satisfied with the current
scenario while opting to ignore our campaign
in favour of the developers, who have some interesting ideas. But this will mean the
demolition of Denmark Place and St Giles Circus and the saxophone shop in Denmark St.
We have had tremendous support from profile musicians as diverse as David Essex, Marc
Almond, Jake Burns of Stiff Little Fingers, Boz Boorer of The Smiths, soul singer Linda
Lewis, and the Jim Jones Review; to name but six. Every musician in the land is aware of
this scenario, but many Londoners appear to know nothing about this – even at this
eleventh hour! Features appeared in this month’s Classic Rock magazine and Uncut (p7)
as well as earlier in NME, MOJO, The West End Extra, MIP Pro magazine and Louder
Than War. The news has even reached as far as TV New Zealand.
We now need to up our game as we feel that although the street may be potentially
retained as a ‘street of music related shops’, the future of the historic Forge, aka The 12
Bar Club, remains in the balance. This 17th century building is possibly the oldest surviving
Forge in London. The 12 Bar is 21 years old and much loved for introducing new bands 7
days a week. Jeff Buckley, Keane and Adele all played their first London shows here. The
Libertines made their first DVD there, too. Quotes in support of The Denmark St Campaign
Mick Avory – drummer with The Kinks from 1964-1984: “I bought my drum kit from Andy’s
Drum Store in Denmark Street and I recorded many drums sessions at Regent Sounds at
number 4 Denmark Street” Will Birch – musician, drummer, songwriter in The Kursaal
Flyers and The Records; and author of No Sleep Till Canvey Island plus Ian Dury – The
Definitive Biography. “Once it’s gone, it’s gone, and London needs to retain its history for
future generations.” Chris Blackwell – founder and former MD of Island Records.
“Denmark Street is culturally and musically a very special place, please leave it alone!” Phil
Coulter – songwriter: “It’s important to me because I wrote hits like Congratulations (for
Cliff Richard) and Puppet on a String in the street (for Sandie Shaw)” (And England’s 1970
World Cup theme Back Home) Stephanie De Sykes – singer: “Denmark Street was an
important part of my life during my career in music, as it had been for my uncle before me
in the 1940s and 1950s. There’s too much history here for its destruction to be warranted:
on the contrary, it should be designated an area of special historical interest.” Chas
McDevitt – legendary Skiffle writer/player: “Denmark Street: a precious piece of history”
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Billy Rath – bassist with Johnny Thunders Heartbreakers: “We need to keep open a well
established Rock ‘n’ Roll venue… too many have closed down leaving nowhere for new
talent to show their stuff. (Re the 12 Bar Club at 27 Denmark Street. Quote from June on
Facebook prior to his death on August 16th) Paul Stewart, “I ran the legendary Tin Pan
Studios during the 80’s where I created produced many great tracks, with musicians
ranging from Jimmy Cliff to psychobilly bands like the Rapids and many more. Denmark
Street is the historic beating heart of the UK music industry. It must be saved” Geoff
Whitehorn – lead guitarist in Procol Harum since 1991, also Elkie Brook’s guitarist and
Roger Chapman’s guitarist: “Historically, it’s the centre of the UK Music Industry and it
would be criminal to disregard that heritage”
Henry Scott-Irvine September 2014
Tales From The Woods would like to express our gratitude to Henry for bringing this to our
attention. Camden council, like Westminster and no doubt many others, will not be satisfied until
our capital city is landscaped in uniform concrete and glass blandness. As Henry states we have
lost far too many live music venues to their wilful vandalism already; the barbarians that occupy
town halls have not the slightest understanding or respect for popular culture. If it is not funded
and protected by the arts council, they immediately assume it to be transient and of no lasting
value, allowing business consortiums to destroy at will. Please sign this petition, help save a tiny
piece of our popular culture for generations yet to come.

























On Sunday 1st February we will be returning to the Borderline in central London for what is
incredibly our tenth anniversary 2is Reunion/British Rock’n’Roll Show.
No. 10 (part one) will concentrate on celebrating the city that, for a few glorious years, was the
home of British Rock’n’Roll and rhythm & blues from the late fifties through the city’s musical glory
days of the early to mid-sixties, none representing the power and professionalism of the band or
group as they were all called in those far off days, than that of Kingsize Taylor and the Dominoes.
Ted a.k.a. Kingsize has, of course, been on our show before. this will be his third appearance, and
such was his impact we just had to bring him over from Germany, where he has made his home
now for a number of years, to reunite him with two former members of his band - bass man Bobby
Thompson and pianist Sam Hardie who blew us all away when they appeared on our No. 8 and 9
shows respectively, who will be performing their own sets before being reunited with their boss.
Making his TFTW debut will be another Liverpool institution, rhythm guitarist and founding member
of the Undertakers, Geoff Nugent, all of whom this humble scribe and promoter fondly recalls
seeing on a London stage back in 1964 or 65 at the Club Noreik in Tottenham, which would have
included the recently departed Jackie Lomax. This is surely going to be a night of sax blasting
Rock’n’Roll and rhythm & blues.
When we asked our readers and loyal attendees who
they would like to see return for the first part of our
tenth anniversary show, a name was asked for time
and time again, that being Beryl Marsden, described
by entrepreneur, actor and performer Bill Kenwright
as the finest female Rock’n’Roll voice ever to emerge
from the UK. Beryl will be taking her rightful place as
one of the show’s headliners.
The 2is part of our title will not be overlooked, as we
bring back good friend to all of us here at TFTW,
Raye Duval who will be joining his original
Checkmates one more time, who our regular
attendees will recall seeing perform at one of our
earlier 100 Club shows.
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The Band © Paul Harris

I am sure you will all wish to join me in offering a rousing round of applause to the fantastic Tales
From The Woods band; lead guitarist John Spencely will be reunited with the other five members
after his recent serious illness; our singing MC and link man extraordinaire Rockin’ Ricky Stevens
who too has been very poorly of late, despite it all is determined to join us upon the first Sunday in
February; sax man and Rebel Rouser of many decades Sid Phillips too is rid of the nasties that
have been inflicted upon him in recent times and is ready to tear up the stage once again. You
can’t allow yourselves to miss this one… don't find yourself saying "I wish I had been there that
great night back in 2015". If you have never been before, time to treat yourself to something very
special.
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As a special gesture, a thank you for all your support, we have managed not to raise the cost of
the Woodie ticket, pegging it as in recent times to just £20. Unlike our former state owned utilities,
now owned by the commercial wing of foreign state owned companies who hike up their prices
each and every year to three times the rate of inflation, Tales From The Woods feels it should
educate these fleecing, corrupt parasites as to how to behave with dignity and integrity. Tickets will
be on sale around the period of time when this magazine hits your screen, Tuesday 14th October,
as always via the usual contact details.

























Jay Chance who those that attended our first two shows at the 100 Club will remember, also a
regular face at the jam sessions we held at various locations, died on Thursday 10th April 2014 of
a suspected heart attack at his home in the London docklands. By all accounts received he may
have been dead for several days, a rather sad and lonely end for a man who had lived a full life
both as a hugely successful businessman, a pioneer Rock’n’Roll singer and guitarist, a 2is original
who would, in later years, pursue a career in his other great love of acting using his given name of
John Woolvert. His birth date and family background are, to say the least, somewhat unreliable;
what is known is that he was born in Bermondsey, the same area which nurtured the likes of fellow
British rockers Wee Willie Harris, Tommy Steele, and from nearby Elephant and Castle Terry
Dene.
By the time a very young Jay had been
bitten by the Rock’n’Roll bug he had moved
out to the then leafy surrounds of Thornton
Heath. By the age of 12 he had already
purchased his first guitar, and by 15 he was
inside the legendary 2is begging for a
chance to be heard by a rising young
Rock’n’Roll singer from Lincolnshire, Vince
Eager, who was rehearsing with his band on
this warm late summer afternoon. ‘Looking
For Someone To Love’ was one of the two
songs he chose to perform for Vince’s
Jay Chance 2007 © Paul Harris
approval, his rendition of Buddy Holly
impressed enough for the teenage boy to get a gig that same evening, a regular Saturday and
Sunday gig.
After leaving school he found employment with an advertising agency, spotted at the 2is one
evening by an accountant who promised to manage him, soon fixed up with a backing group which
were quickly christened "The Chancellors". Jay told his story in considerable detail within these
pages back in Issue 77 so no need for repetition of that here except to say that after some gigs in
Germany things fell apart, his group the Chancellors split to join Rory Blackwell on a tour of South
Africa and Jay was soon back doing a day job playing with other semi-pro musicians at weekends.
Jay found a successful career as an advertising executive, and later set himself up in business
after taking an interest in photography. Apart from building a huge record collection, music played
no part in his day to day life; in his own words he became a workaholic businessman. However a
huge change of direction took place in the early nineties when he enrolled at the Actors Institute in
London, using his real name John Woolvert. He performed in various theatrical productions both
on stage and television, with voice-overs on both radio and television. Come the early part of the
present century he went on an American holiday with his friend Rick Lloyd from the band "Flying
Pickets", visiting towns in the southern states mentioned in songs. It was during these long
stateside drives that the idea of recording and playing again was born, and back in London over
the next few years he would record a couple of albums "Rock’n’Roll Man" and "Rock’n’Roll Fever".
It was through TFTW financial secretary Shaky Lee Wilkinson that Jay was introduced to us,
coming along to join a jam session, after the 100 Club shows slipping off our radar. It was with
considerable surprise that Jay joined us in the audience at 2is 9 in January of this year.
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Unbeknown to us he was experiencing very poor health due to the collapse of his business
interests in Thailand, and within a few brief months we learnt of his passing.

























A call came through to the Tales From The Woods office during the final weeks of 2013, 26th
November to be precise, an extremely distraught John Allison conveying the very sad news that
his stage brother, on-off singing partner for more than half a century and inseparable child hood
friend, Bob Day had died aged 72 the previous day, losing his battle to illness that cause suffering
in his final year or so of life.
Born Bernard Colin Day on 2nd February 1941, his life long association with John Allison (real
name Brian Alford) had flourished before the decade of the forties had passed; they played
together, rode bicycles together, until finally singing together, heading to London’s thriving coffee
bar scene in the late fifties like countless other hopefuls. However, for John and Bob it would not
be the 2is that became their apprenticeship but the now often overlooked but then highly influential
Bread Basket in the Fitzrovia area of central London, which nurtured the talents of Emile Ford,
amongst many others.
Their act was very much based on the legendary singing brothers born of Kentucky, The Everlys,
and their swift road to stardom was pretty typical; spotted by a talent scout, then mismanaged and
ripped off, but where they differed was their road to huge, albeit brief, success was by the now
institutional and much derided then as now Eurovision Song contest, the song in question being
Are You Sure. Although coming in at second place it proved to be the song the world pretty much
preferred, topping the charts in the UK, even holding Elvis Presley’s Wooden Heart from this much
coveted position. However the NME charts of April 1961 show that Elvis did finally grab the top
spot from the Allisons that same month, only for them to cheekily grab it back again the following
week. The success of this record cannot be underestimated throughout Europe and beyond, the
enormity meant that repeating anywhere near that amount of success would be virtually
impossible, although no one would have predicted a downfall so swift. their immediate follow up
slipped inside the top thirty, Words b/w Blue Tear, only Lesson In Love, their fourth single,
managed a 34 placing, remaining releases fell by the wayside, although they did put out an album
predictably titled "Are You Sure" during their tumultuous year of 1961. By 1963 it was all over, the
duo split up, although they did reform spasmodically in the decades to come just to keep the name
The Allisons alive.
I had been in touch with John Allison by telephone
over the years; we bounced the idea of getting John
and Bob together for a show when an appropriate
opportunity presented itself. That indeed proved to
be the birthday party of TFTW’s official
photographer, Tony Annis, at the Water Rats
Theatre bar in Kings Cross, London in 2011 in front
of a number of Woodies, Tony’s huge extended
family and many friends and, befitting to a man who
had spent much of his life in the film industry, a
The Allisons © Tony Annis
'glitterati' or two. It was there that The Allisons put
on a stellar performance, despite very little
rehearsal, which prompted me to book them for 2is
6 to be held at The Borderline on 29th January 2012. Sadly a combination of stage fright, illness,
being lost in central London amongst the confusion of the Chinese new year celebrations, arriving
late with no time to prepare and, it must be said, maybe one or two sherries too many, their set
was pretty much a disaster. Such a shame that if they could have come near to replicate their
performance at the Water Rats they could have gone out on a high, as sadly it would prove the
Borderline was their final show.
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Described memorably by a pundit of unknown origin from
his native town of Leland, Mississippi as a "130Ib cross
eyed albino with long fleecy hair who played the blues
from the core of his soul", Johnny Winter died on 16th
July aged 70. had he done nothing else in his life other
than produce the hat-trick of Grammy award albums for
the great Muddy Waters beginning with Hard Again
(1977) followed by I'm Ready (1978) and finally Muddy
Mississippi Waters-Live (1979), that alone would have
guaranteed him a place in the obituaries and hearts of all blues and roots magazines everywhere.
Not only did it bring the blues legend to a totally new audience and to whom he would otherwise
have been denied, it allowed Muddy to die four years later in 1983 as the epitome of cool, pretty
much what Rick Rubin was able to achieve for Johnny Cash many years later, all the more
surprising for Winter as he had spent the first half of the seventies blitzed out of his head on
heroin.
Born 23rd February 1944, moving to Beaumont Texas as an infant, by
the time he was 15 he was already performing as the "Winter Brothers"
with his brother Edgar on keyboards who also went on to, and still
enjoys, a fruitful career in music. 1962 the pair released their first single
on the Dart Label School Day Blues and You Know I Love You. Over the
next few years recorded for numerous southland labels including
Goldband, building a considerable local following, even gaining a local hit
with Eternally which had the major distribution of Atlantic behind it. The
latter part of the sixties found he and Edgar touring as part of the Black
Plague - as the name would suggest a blues rock band - and an
appearance at Woodstock guaranteed a breakthrough to a mainstream
rock audience.
Johnny however was unhappy in the guise of a rock guitar hero; he
wanted to get back to his roots in the blues. To various degrees his post
Woodstock recorded output suggests this; John Dawson Winter III, the title of which was also his
given birth name back on 23rd February 1944, Captured Live (1976) on Blue Sky label a
subsidiary of Columbia records, Nothin’ But The Blues
(1977) had the Muddy Waters Band in tow. His recorded
output in the decades that followed continued the same
erratic path that far too often had rock as the dominating
partner in the rock/blues coalition. he could however get
low down and dirty when the mood took him, but sadly
there was precious little of it on show the one time I did get
to see him at the sadly missed Town and Country club in
the area of London known as Kentish Town. It was
predominately an over loud rock set that barely lasted the
basic 60 minutes, which had one well known musicologist
JUKE BLUES MAGAZINE
amongst us Woodies in the audience scurrying hurriedly
P.O. Box 1654
towards the exit. I stayed for the entire painful experience
Yatton, Bristol
including a ludicrously fast and heavy Johnny B Goode.
BS49 4FD
There was little evidence of him wanting to dismantle his
England
rock guitar god persona on this showing, maybe at heart he
Fax: 01934 832556
was petrified of losing his core audience, who knows?
Editor: Cilla Huggins
Reviews: Alan Empson
Subscriptions: Richard Tapp
Consulting Editors:John Broven/Mick
Huggins
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Kensington Park Hotel
Corner of Ladbroke Grove, fifty yards from the station.

Saturday nights, ‘Play it Again Kat’, Katalin & Friends
Tony Annis, Images & Articles, Portobelloland
The nights are drawing in, the sun is going down, the door
swings open for the moment and you hear the wail of a tenor
sax, before the door closes again. You quickly move towards
the music that’s behind that door and that starts to wake you up and make your body tingle in
anticipation of the pleasure to come. Passing through the door, you feel the warmth of the
welcoming place that KPH is.
Play it again Kat! Was started by musicians local to
Portobello. Katalin (piano) started by meeting with
saxophonist Mick Eve (once of ‘Georgie Fame &
the Blue Flames) and percussionist Bobby Stignac,
both of the legendary ‘Gonzalz’. These are regulars
and then Katalin attracts different sidemen, always
of an excellent standard, dropping in if not playing a
gig somewhere else that night. Guest singers drop
in, covering both Jazz and blues, as well as Katalin
singing whilst playing keyboards.
The KPH has that great feeling of the modern
Portobello; safe, good live music, a mixed local
crowd of all ages, tourists who have usually been invited by friends who are
local and like the warmth of this welcoming pub.
Katalin, with her friends, has a labour of love sharing and exploring great
songs recorded by musicians like Duke Ellington, Billie Holliday, Sarah
Vaughn,
Louis
Armstrong,
Joe
Williams, etc.
As Time Goes By, East Of The Sun,
The Nearness Of You, Black Orpheus,
Night And Day, Love Me Or Leave
Me, It Could Happen To You, What
A Difference A Day Makes, Fool’s
Paradise are just some of the songs
played.
Honey Bee Momma, David Clarke, the two singing Blues at full throttle
move even me to get up and jive with a Spanish visitor!
The atmosphere of easy laid back Portobello seeps through all as the
night moves on to a crescendo at 11pm. The band ends but the
KPH still stays open for another couple of hours. By the way, they
have a big function room
upstairs, should you wish to
hire one.
The KPH food is good and both
food and drink are reasonably
priced and no forgetting
entrance is free on Saturday
nights with great live music.
What’s not to like?
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Americans always do things bigger and better. So it was a fair bet that
when a Rockabilly Weekender named Viva Las Vegas was launched
17 years ago, it would soon turn into the biggest Rockabilly party in
the world. Right?
Well, only partly. Yes, it's the largest, best attended, most varied, well
organised feast of roots Rock’n’Roll anywhere in the known Universe.
But behind the scenes, and on the stages, there's an amazingly
strong British presence, that even extended to the headliner,
Hampshire-based Imelda May. She's on the cusp of mainstream
stardom in the UK. In the States, she is HUGE.
But more of that later. Let's set the scene. Las Vegas, the flashy capital of gambling and resort
hotels in the States, with more ballrooms, theatres, entertainments, neon and, yes, car parking
than anywhere else on the planet is the ideal centre for festivals and conventions.
It's in the desert, so the weather is reliable for outdoor shows, and it's within a day's drive of a
population of 20 million plus and set in a growing city of a million plus. Estimates put the attending
crowds for the music fest, associated car, burlesque and fashion shows, and theatre presentations
at more than 20,000, and sometimes it felt like it.
The man behind it is Tom Ingram, a Brit who cut his
musical teeth during the UK's seventies rockabilly
revival, co-hosting a number of weekenders in British
seaside resorts. He decamped to the States the best part
of 20 years ago, taking his ideas, his little black book of
contacts and his records with him. Almost immediately
he ran into the California roots Rock’n’Roll scene, and
was thus able to stage shows that mixed fifties originals
with the up and comers they inspired.

Tom Ingram, all loved up, when I used
to hang with him in the ‘70s © H

Thus we had fifties million seller Lloyd Price cheek-byjowl with Imelda May, seventies breakouts like Robert Gordon alongside Brits like Tim Polecat and
a houseband that included Carl “Sonny” Leyland and Ashley Kingman, on piano and guitar, the
go-to guys for authentic backing despite their UK roots. Not forgetting Sun Recording Studio
legends like Hayden Thompson, Sonny Burgess, Narvel Felts, and Carl Mann, The Trashmen, Los
Straitjackets, Kim Lenz, The Jive Aces, Liverpool youngsters Furious and even Wales' finest,
Crazy Cavan and the Rhythm Rockers.
Events take place at the Orleans hotel, second venue for the shows which outgrew the nearby
Gold Coast hotel, still the hotel of choice for half the revellers who came from across the world to
attend.
Let's start at the top. Imelda May with her band featuring
husband and ace guitarist Darrel Higham was on the main stage
at the Saturday car show, with more than 500 cars on display.
Without a doubt the lovely Imelda attracted the biggest crowd of
the day, thanks to appearances not only on the poster for the
whole weekender, but also appearances on top rated US TV chat
shows like Jay Leno and Conan O'Brien, when audiences must
have been charmed with her lilting Irish accent and great sense
of humour.
Both were evident onstage as the rockabilly queen strolled on in
a magnificent golden dress to feature well established numbers
and newies from her just-released fourth studio album on Decca,
Tribal. In addition to white-jacketed Darrel, the band comprised
regular bassist Al Gare, Steve Rushton on drums and Dave
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Priseman on trumpet and guitar.
Numbers like Johnny Got a Boom Boom,
Mayhem, and the video-promoted single
Good to be Alive, and the latest, Wild Woman
got a rapturous reception from this triplethreat artist who not only performs, but also
writes and produces. I particularly cared for
Hellfire Club which had Imelda bashing a
tambourine with enthusiasm, while Go Tell the
Devil (I Don't Want to Go to Hell) with its
catchy riff allowed Darrel to shine, while
Dave's muted trumpet added to the mix.
There was even a brief break while a fan took
the opportunity to propose to his girlfriend, in public, onstage, in front of thousands of other fans.
And, yes, she accepted.
Imelda was preceded ninety minutes earlier by perhaps the biggest of the
original fifties stars appearing over the weekend, the veteran Lloyd
Price, now 81, but you'd never guess from his slim figure, his lively stage
movements, reminding all that this man used to be a boxer.
He seemed to be enjoying himself immensely, laughing and smiling the
whole time, as an absolutely crack band gave a more rocking edge to
some of his best known numbers, actually improving on the original
recordings like Just Because, Lady Luck, Where Were You on Our
Wedding Day and Personality.
He even delved into his B sides by request, performing a storming
Mailman Blues, and Have You Ever Had the Blues. He opened with
Caldonia, included a tribute to bluesman Jimmy Reed on Baby What You
Want Me To Do, and, yes, Stagger Lee, his first UK hit was there, even if his original of Lawdy
Miss Clawdy wasn't.
The other fifties originals from Sun label – after all, this is described as a rockabilly weekend
despite the presence of every roots music from swing to surf – played indoors most of Sunday
night, in an exciting two hours that proved the passing years need not dim voices.
The artists were asked to play only their Sun related material, but the only one to keep strictly to
that brief was the big-voiced Hayden Thompson, who was due to close out this segment but found
himself in the midst of a jam session that could have gone on until dawn.
Narvel Felts was first up with Pink and Black Days, and just a sprinkling of his 22 country charting
records from the seventies, including an excellent take on My Prayer.
A seated Carl Mann opened with Ubangi Stomp, had a go at Maybe Baby in an arrangement
distant from, and inferior to, Buddy Holly's version, and included hits Pretend and Mona Lisa.
Sonny Burgess, looking good in black trilby and yellow
jacket had guest Ian Clarkson from the Jive Aces on
trumpet, who coincidentally was also in his trademark
yellow suit. Later, he confided he only took up trumpet
because of Jack Nance's work on Sonny's singles like We
Wanna Boogie and Red Headed Woman, both of which
were featured.
Hayden Thompson, in a smart white jacket and hair to
match, put on a blistering performance which showcased a
voice that barely needs a microphone to be heard at the
back of the hall, with Fairlane Rock, Blues Blues Blues,
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and a rocking take on You Are My Sunshine which included a lyric change that was noted and
appreciated by one elderly long-time fan. Then the whole crew joined him for a run-through of Sun
label classics, concluding with the gospel I'll Fly Away. Breath-taking.
A short walk away from the main stage on Saturday was the Lanark Records stage, the first time
the outdoor arena has featured two stages, and it, too, was consistently interesting. The Reach
Around Rodeo Clowns (how's that for a group name?) proved to be rockabilly deluxe with
numbers like The Girl From Hell, covered by former Stray Cat Lee Rocker, and Bowling Alley
Baby, who apparently throws a curved ball and always gets a spare.
On the same stage, Robert Gordon previewed his new CD alongside favourites dating back, ooh,
longer than I can remember, but including The Way I Walk and Driving Wheel, and among the
newer stuff, a serious take on Walk Hard, the theme from the comedy movie of the same name.
And it worked.
First act I caught that really blew my socks off was the Royal Rhythmaires fronted by a fabulous
filly from Fort Worth, Texas, Jai Malano, a worthy successor to late Atlantic label stars like Lavern
Baker and Ruth Brown. Twin saxes and piano did full justice to a songbook that included Shuck
And Jive, and Love Don't Love Nobody, and she looked good, too. Apparently, the group
appeared at Rhythm Riot 2013, but somehow I missed them.
On this first night of four we also had the powerful sounds of San Francisco-based Stompy
Jones, a band not a person, with an early fifties set of danceable r'n'b opening with Jimmy Liggins'
Boogie Woogie King, which I have never heard performed live before, and Tiny Bradshaw's
original arrangement of The Train Kept a'Rollin'.
Carmen Lee and the Tomorrow River Two in the ground floor Brendan's Pub proved to be a
find, mixing rockabilly with country, and featuring their own originals.
Morry Sochat and the Special 20s, back in the ballroom, featured Rock The Joint, Shake Your
Hips and Choo Choo Ch Boogie on an interesting set.
Next came Jamie 'Bubba J' Faulkner, a Brit with an amusing stage presence, known as the
Moonshiner Man, although he appeared to be just a lad. Despite his London accent, when he
sang he could well have hailed from the back roads of Georgia. Numbers included I'm A Broken
Man, I Feel Blue and Gonna Get Gone.
Finally it was the turn of Kim Lenz, perhaps the only rockabilly this side of Elvis who has featured
on the front page of USA Today when she was the “next big thing”. Doll-faced cute, with masses
of red hair, her sweet demeanour undermined by the Wanda Jackson growl in her voice.
Rock'n'Roll Until I Ripped My Dress was among the less likely titles in the set, but her co-write with
Big Sandy on You Made A Hit went down well.
Stepping away from the chronology a little, special mention must be made of three British groups
who, possibly, gave the performances of their careers.
MC Big Sandy seemed a little choked up when he introduced the well-known, to us at least, Crazy
Cavan and the Rhythm Rockers. He
reminded his audiences that in the
dark days for Rock’n’Roll in the late
sixties, Cavan and the lads kept the
flame alive until a new generation
came along with the same burning
ambition – to Rock’n’Roll for the rest of
their lives. Mr Grogan underlined his
Teddy Boy credentials with Teddy Boy
Rock'n'Roll and Teddy Boy Boogie
among the first three openers, more
power to them.
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Furious, still amazingly youthful, subscribe to the same credo, look the part, and have honed their
act to total professionalism in the four years or so since I last saw them. Mark Halligan's vocals are
stronger than ever, their confidence and sassy attitude need to be seen to be believed.
Finally, The Jive Aces did not
one but two full-on shows,
once in the ballroom and then
in the theatre, where they
teamed with the nine piece girl
group The Satin Dollz with
such a well-rehearsed show
that someone should tour it in
theatres. In the ballroom, they
opened with (ulp) Alan Freed's
Rock'n'Roll
Boogie,
and
continued
with
Scatman
Crothers' I'm Gonna Write
Myself A Letter, introduced a US audience to the delights of skiffle with Mama Don't Allow, and
showcased their various members on Singing In The Rain, Sing Sing Sing, and an inspired take
on Minnie The Moocher like no other closed out the dance sector.
In their theatre show, they brought on sax player Don Hill now 92, the surviving member of The
Treniers band, one of their influences, and the set included any number of standards from When
You're Smiling to Too Darn Hot, given a signature backbeat that removes any thought that this
might be MoR.
Without a doubt my favourite instrumental act is Los
Straitjackets, and I have ten of their CDs to prove it,
catching them last in February. Since then the masked
quartet have added another guitarist, and blistering is a
word coined to describe them. It was inspired of leader
Eddie Angel to play a version of Elvis' Viva Las Vegas
through a Link Wray filter to finish their set, but mentor and
colleague Deke Dickerson joined them onstage, promising
a tour with them later this year, and vocalising on Wooly
Bully and Joe Jones' California Sun.
We've got this far, and still haven't mentioned The
Trashmen, an unlikely surf group from landlocked
Minnesota, who set the sixties charts alight with a goofy but
catchy unification of the Rivington's Papa Oo Mow Mow
and The Bird Is The Word to produce Surfin' Bird. Three of the four are
the originals, and King Of The Surfers sounds as good as the day it was
released.
The music, as earlier stated, is just one part of this event, and that's why
we were there, but mention must be made of ancillaries, such as the 164
classic Ford Mustangs at the car show to mark the 50th anniversary of
the first Mustang, the hilarious and risqué burlesque shows, the Pin Up
contest, the dance lessons, pool parties, the huge number of British DJs,
and some really great bands, like Conny from Japan, which space
precludes.
But to have seen everything would at best require a holiday afterwards to
recover, and, at worst, induce a N-N-N-Nervous Breakdown. Amazing.
John Howard
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For the second of what we
anticipate will be a long
running series of interviews
conducted at the Tales From
The Woods official meeting
house, the private upstairs
theatre bar of the Kings Head
pub Westmoreland Street,
near
Marylebone
central
London, on this occasion we
speak to influential guitarist
Iain Terry, founder member of
Matchbox, whose long career
began back in the sixties.
However, for the first of these
interviews with Iain we are
going to talk about his early
childhood growing up in
Notting Hill Gate, London, which I am sure you will agree was an eclectic and cosmopolitan
upbringing, a solid foundation for the music talent that would mature in later years.
We’re speaking with Iain Terry, guitarist, who has been around for a good number of years.
Too many years!
Founding member of Matchbox who recently stepped in for the rather sick John Spencely for us at
the Borderline. Iain, you certainly had a very interesting childhood. Tell me Iain, where were you
born?
That was Paddington, Marylebone, not far from here.
You had a lot of black American GI's sons as friends?
Yes, round the corner. I used to live down Ashmore Road; I haven't been back there… too many
dim, dark memories. We were really poor at the time, living in a basement. God, it was awful,
especially when the smog arrived. We lived in Ashmore Road and round the corner, the top of
Ashmore Road is now demolished where they've got blocks of council flats, but round the corner
at Warlock Avenue was a more prestigious kind of place. Around there were Martin and Lawrence
Deniz who were the sons of a guitar player and their cousin, Glyn Read, lived over the road and
he was the son of a trumpet player. They were associated at the time (this is before the Goon
Show) with Ray Ellington and they owned their houses because they were working professional
musicians doing sessions for the BBC. I seem to remember in the early days they had a quintet
and I believe it was before Ray Ellington split and formed his own quartet and went on to the Goon
Show.
We’re talking the early ‘50s, maybe ‘54, and it was fantastic because I remember going round
Martin and Lawrence's house and, down in the basement, they had their own rooms with an
amalgamation of musical instruments. You could just pick up a trumpet if you had the puff to blow
it as a kid, acoustic guitars, piano and their dads used to rehearse on the second floor. As kids
we'd suddenly hear a muted trumpet and a boogie woogie piano so we'd all creep up the stairs
and peep through the banisters at them rehearsing. They were rehearsing tunes that I didn't know
who they were then but, because of their contact with the States, they used to get the original
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releases of 78s so I now know I heard the original version of ‘Riot In Cell Block Number Nine’
which I believe was by the Robins that amalgamated into the Coasters, things like (I now know)
LaVern Baker and various boogie woogie things. I think it was the first time ever I heard a 78 of
Albert Ammons and it was just amazing.
Not only that, the dads had cars which was amazing in those days; nobody had a car in Ashmore
Road. If you look at the old black and white photographs and you see those old Edgar Wallace
black and white movies with the so called police car chase and the ringing of the bell, there’s
about two cars down a street, so nobody had a car. They either mortgaged or owned their own
houses as well. You couldn't make this up really; it's like the early childhood of Jerry Lee Lewis
when he was exposed to that club, Haney's Big House, and I find it very similar to me but this is in
England.
I remember when we used to go to the Prince
Of Wales Theatre down the Harrow Road. I
don't know if it’s still there now but it used to
be a cinema, next door to the police station.
Funnily enough I believe it was over the road
from Lord Sutch's original home for the
Monster Raving Loony Party (was it Shirley
Avenue?) that's opposite the Prince Of Wales
Theatre. That was where I used to go to
Saturday morning pictures, this is later on
about ’56 or ’57. All the older girls and boys
used to jive because they put these 78s on
and it was the great time when you could hear
through a massive PA system in the cinema
that throbbing double bass coming through, the snare drum of the early (then contemporary) Bill
Haley stuff, Tommy Steele’s ‘Doomsday Rock’ and all that. The older girls and boys used to jive at
the front before they started the programme and, all of a sudden, I heard ‘Shake, Rattle And Roll’
by Bill Haley which was great but I turned to my friends, the sons of the GIs who I'd obviously
heard playing the 78 of Joe Turner, and said, “This is not the same record that your dads were
listening to”. It sounded good but it just sounded different because with Haley you got the jazz
influence of Pompilli and Franny Beecher used to play with Benny Goodman so he sounded sort
of polished whereas you got pure R&B from Joe Turner. I couldn't pinpoint it as a kid then but I
knew it was a totally different version and being exposed to all those 78s was quite something.
So you must have felt quite privileged as some of the other kids in your class, all they'd have
heard was the Billy Cotton Band Show with Alan Breeze and there's you listening to Big Joe
Turner.
I didn't realise it at the time, it's only later on you appreciate that kind of schooling. The die was
cast for me and I couldn't do anything else but get into some form of Rock’n’Roll in whatever
shape or form, be it country, country/swing, rockabilly, Rock’n’Roll, blues. I must say I've got two
arms and one of my arms is blues really, Muddy Waters is god to me.
So when you first heard Rock’n’Roll you must have thought, hang on this isn't much different to
what I've been listening to for the last five years.
It was different; what I think is lost in the history of
Rock’n’Roll is that when Elvis came along, Tommy
Steele was already established. All us street urchins,
we were called bombsite kids, and these days in my
capacity as a residential social worker this is what I
talk to the kids about. In my day it wasn't a case of
little Jimmy's died on drugs, it was little Jimmy’s died
because he's fallen through a building. We used to
play on bomb sites and I can remember this police
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sergeant, a very stern looking police sergeant who must have been an ex-boxer in the services or
something with a really flat nose. He’d come along with two police constables trying to keep us out
of bomb sites. Obviously the various corporations used to stick barbed wire up there and the other
trick was to stick concrete on top of the walls and have broken glass set in it to put us off going
over there. We used to take our jackets off, we got that idea from watching old war films, we'd stick
our jackets over the glass and get over that way and that was our playground, five floor dilapidated
buildings. I very nearly fell through the top floor a couple of times. I remember one time I just
grabbed hold of this exposed bar that was there and I was swinging there looking down. I can
remember this police sergeant and these two constables used to wait for us and, as Chas and
Dave will testify, the old word has gone from the English language which was ‘Gertcha’, and they
used to grab hold of us - which you can't do these days - grab hold of us by the collar and slap us
round the ear and say “Gertcha, get out!” So that was our playground, we were bombsite kids.
Anyway, to come to the point, when Tommy Steele came out us younger kids, us bombsite kids,
all we wanted to be was Tommy Steele.
I can remember when the money started to come in because we were on rations until ’55 or ’56; I
was on powdered milk, all my clothes were second hand from charity shops or similar and I
remember when the money started to flow a little bit. My dad trained as a civil servant and
suddenly the money started to come in and for my birthday I had a jacket, or jerkin as they used to
call it then, with two brown shoulder pads that to us was just like a Tommy Steele thing, jeans with
turn ups and I used to wear baseball boots. We all looked the same, all us white kids but we were
a cosmopolitan crowd then with the sons of the black American GIs around the corner and I
remember you had the Cyprus thing going on. We had Greek kids, Greek-Cypriot kids and
Turkish-Cypriot kids in our gang but everybody got on but, had you taken them back to Cyprus,
they'd probably have been the best of enemies. Spanish kids too, Jose and Francisco who didn’t
speak much English but with our help Francisco was learning the language but us white AngloSaxon kids wanted to be Tommy Steele. When Elvis came out, ‘Heartbreak Hotel’ really didn't do
anything for me - it was too slow at the time. How can you compare that to ‘Elevator Rock’ by
Tommy Steele or ‘See You Later Alligator’ by Bill Haley? It didn’t move to me but later on I could
understand we were hearing a different way because it was the blues feel. Anyway, that's what we
wanted to be, Tommy Steele.
I remember we all went to see the ‘Tommy Steele Story’ and we sat there
waiting bug-eyed - in those days they didn't use to chuck you out so we
waited for it to come round again. Our idol was Tommy Steele - I had the
crew-cut, the fluffy hair in the front and that's what we wanted to be… Tommy
Steele. It took about two years before, to the younger generation of
Rock’n’Roll people, Elvis got our attention when he was releasing things like
‘Big Hunk Of Love’ and ‘I Got Stung’. I must say ‘Big Hunk Of Love’ was the
first record I wanted to buy and I saved my pocket money (when the money
started to come in I was allowed pocket money) but they'd sold out so I
bought ‘Rawhide’ by Frankie Laine but I preferred the B side ‘Journey's End’.
So when did you first decide to pick up the guitar and play?
I never did. I'm the most reluctant guitarist, some people call me a star guitar player. I always
wanted to play saxophone because every time I heard those old 78s of Martin and Lawrence's and
Glyn's dads rehearsing I was hearing what I now know to be Sam ‘The Man’ Taylor and early King
Curtis on the Alan Freed show and Rudy Pompilli. Because we didn't know the background of
Haley’s Comets we were associating with Rudy Pompilli but in fact the early cuts were Joey
D'Ambrosia but we didn't know that and I wanted to play saxophone.
When we moved because the money was coming in, my parents were able to get a mortgage and
we moved to Wraysbury which I found a real cultural difference there because I was being
ostracised by the kids at the time. I've actually got a school report which is amazing for those days.
The form master wrote “We are a bit worried about Iain because he has coloured ways”. Can you
believe that? I was walking around with a coloured Slim Jim tie, everybody had white shirts and I
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had dark blue shirts and I refused to wear school uniform. I was suspended from school for two
weeks to do that. In those days, and I’m thinking about the Darling Buds Of May and that kind of
thing, around Wraysbury, Datchet and Sunnymeads I used to associate with what we called the
gypsy kids, the travellers. Suddenly these kids would arrive, they'd be there for about six months
and be ostracised by the rest of the school. Because I was being ostracised as well we'd form a
thing, usually it was always the same thing going on for about two years. I'd probably have a fight
with the hardest one, I'd lose as they fought dirty and then we'd become the best of friends. Then
all of a sudden, six months later, they’d disappear because the caravans moved on.
Anyway I got a job aged 13, still going to school, on the local farm, Charlie Coomba’s farm. I and
my friend Peter Gibson were the richest kids in school as we were earning good money at the
weekend and I used to get these tailor made Burton suits done. The real stuff because the Italian
thing was coming in - I had the belt at the back and the three buckle winkle picker shoes, I had
three pairs of those and boots. I wouldn't wear school uniform and they'd put up with me as long
as I had the school badge put on my jacket. There was a school Rock’n’Roll band called The
Exiles, a great name, probably the most professional band apart from Rock Island Line and Sutch
that I ever worked with. I had a manager, I had a roadie, and we had a van (obviously I couldn't
drive it as I was the youngest member of the band). They chucked out a bass player who could
play but didn't look the part and they asked me to join who couldn’t play but did look the part.
The other thing was that my mum was going crazy because my hair was really long at the back
like Buffalo Bill and it was all greased with Vaseline and really long like early Brian Setzer really,
we're talking about ’62/’63. The lead guitarist with The Exiles taught me how to play bass and I
went out on bass then I got really good on guitar but I still wanted to learn saxophone. This is 1962
and in those days if you wanted to learn saxophone or guitar they were considered rebellious
instruments. I remember my music teacher Mr Cumbert saying you want to learn clarinet.
If you wanted to learn trumpet, violin, clarinet you could rent that for about 5s/6d a
week or month (or whatever it was) but if you wanted to learn saxophone you had
to buy it and the cheapest saxophone was an old plastic alto that was
second or third hand and the music dealer came round and that was thirty
guineas. My mum, although she denies this now, said “It’s plastic, put that
down and you split it, it's a waste of money. I'm not buying that!” So I was
asked to join the school Rock’n’Roll band and a bass guitar was a lot
cheaper, about £11.
That was it and I was off but still a frustrated saxophonist. All I listen to is jazz sax players and
Rock’n’Roll and blues people, Sam ‘The Man’ Taylor and King Curtis and all the James Brown
people from the early sixties like Nat Jones and those people… I love it. The trouble is once you've
gone too far on guitar and I've been fiddling around ukuleles, banjos since I was seven years old…
We’ll do a later interview talking about the people you've backed and working with Muddy Waters
but for now, briefly run through what happened between leaving school and turning up at the
Borderline on April 27th this year.
You're joking! That's over seventy bands!
I can give you sixty seconds.
I can take you up to college. I got rejected from the army
on account of kidney trouble. As a kid I was in hospital
for a year and I went for the medical when I went to
leave school with the careers officer but didn't pass so
got rejected by the army. When the careers officer drove
me back home the obvious thing they were wondering
was what to do with me and, talking to my parents
downstairs, he said “He's always combing his hair have you thought of ladies' hairdresser?” so we'd gone
from the army to ladies' hairdresser, not much of a
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difference!
I went to Sale College on the technical course to learn ladies' hairdressing. I was about to chuck it
after six months when these two real cool cats at the time turned up after missing a quarter of a
term - a guy called Ian Hope and another called Steven Jakes. Ian was the spitting image of Mick
Jagger. He had the hair which everyone thought at the time “aaagh” and he had a fur coat on and
fur boots. Steven was the spitting image of Marlon Brando; he had a suit on and used to earn a
fortune modelling in the catalogues. They were into people like Jimmy Reed, Howlin' Wolf so we
went round all the clubs like the Pantiles Club, the Star Club and the Ricky Tick at Windsor,
Flamingo, Marquee, and sometimes, when Cathy McGowan on ‘Ready, Steady, Go!’ used to say
‘the weekend starts here’, for me it did because we were taking sometimes three clubs on the
Friday and Saturday. Sunday was for relaxing with your girlfriend; my girlfriend was Marilyn
Monroe lookalike Angie Stokes over at High Wycombe.
I remember once we met at the Pantiles Club at Camberley and it was Jimmy McGriff on the organ
with his band… and that was just the meeting point! We took in about two numbers with Jimmy
and then bombed it in a VW owned by one of the guys that was stuck in third gear, all the way
down from Camberley to the Marquee Club, to see whoever was on there. I walked out after two
numbers by Jimmy McGriff - I would pay £500 to see that guy now! I can't believe we were so
spoiled.
I can remember the same thing with the Ricky Tick in Windsor which they’ve since pulled down
and made into a swimming baths and that, in turn, was turned into salubrious flats. I can
remember that was a meeting point when Jimmy Reed was on. We took in three or four numbers
by Jimmy Reed and were off somewhere else! Let's go down the Star Club in Peascod Street
because there's this band down there that play a really cool version of ‘Night Train’. So we walked
out when Jimmy Reed was playing… can you believe that? Bob Burgos, Jimmy Reed's his idol,
never forgave me for that.
Returning to your question, I got into the local Slough College soul band and I was playing with
those which was quite good. I was playing soul and doing all the latest stuff, this new guy Otis
Redding everybody was going crazy on and all these strange vocalising terms like fa-fa-fa-fah-fahfaaa and we were playing Wilson Pickett and all that stuff and it goes on from there.
That was excellent, thank you very much Iain.
Thank you for having me.

For Cool Cats and Shabby Tabbies
Paul Barrett
Rock'n'Roll Enterprises
(est. circa 1960)

For all pre-Beatles Rock'n'Roll, coast to coast and world-wide.
From the Jets to Crazy Cavan, Jackson Sloane and the Rhythmtones to Matchbox, Wee
Willie Harris to The Class Of ’58. With Gene Summers, Roddy Jackson, Linda Gail Lewis,
Jack Scott, Ray Campi, Billy Harlan, Charlie Gracie.
As well as the Incredible Roy Young and Band, Alvin Stardust, Shane Fenton and, from
Germany, the Lennerockers

One call, book 'em all.
Tel: 02920 704279, Fax: 02920 709989
e-mail: barrettrocknroll@ntlworld.com
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In TFTW's birthday wishes to my mother on reaching her centenary Keith
mentions the demise of telegrams and the guys who delivered them on red
motorcycles. I worked at the Overseas (later International) Telegraph Office
(Electra House) on the Victoria Embankment near Temple in the late
1960s/early 1970s, and these were really the last days of cables as they were
also called. Telex increasingly took over for companies, and then fax and email,
and now texting uses much of the shortcode language we telegraph and telex
operators used to communicate - C U L8TER, AL E G8TOR! That kind of
nonsense.
Telegrams themselves were extremely expensive, but at least they were quick,
most were guaranteed same day delivery anywhere in the world. There were three classes; LT or
Letter Telegrams which were guaranteed delivery next day, ordinary ones and Urgent telegrams
which got there within an hour or so. Of course they were speeded up if you had a phone or telex
number to deliver them to, and also a lot cheaper as at 50p or so a word by the time you typed the
address alone you had run up a sizeable bill.
There were certain money saving tricks which few of the public knew, and the helpful operator
would use them to cut down the cost. Street names could be joined up as one word provided they
were not over 15 letters, so STANNESRD would count as one word but ST ANNES RD would
count as three, so you saved £1 right away. All telegrams (and telexes) were in capital letters there was no lower case on the teleprinter keyboard and limited punctuation, so telex operators
had difficulty transferring to typewriter and computer keyboards with their upper and lower case
characters. The town and postcode could also be joined up as one word so LONDONN22 would
be one word, but LONDON N22 would be two. There was no second part to the London postcodes
in those days, and most places just had county names so you could write READINGBERKS as
one word. Of course if you had a phone number or telex number you saved pounds. A full
address, even with the shortened versions, could cost you £5 before you even got to the text. But
by putting, for example, SMITH LONDON TF6901234 the cable would be delivered over the
phone. This was OK for most cables, but if the telegram announced a death we had to hand it to
the supervisor to read out, to prevent an operator just reading it out casually. The supervisor would
try to break the sad news gently.
By the time I was a telex operator at Amnesty International in the 1980s telegrams were dying out
and could take days to reach their destination. They would go instantly by teleprinter to the
destination telegraph office, but then get put in the ordinary post! So you could pay well over the
odds for a cable to arrive with ordinary letters, no special delivery by a guy on a motorcycle. Is it
any wonder they died out?
There was an office on the ground floor of Electra House which spelt
the death-knell for cables. It was the Photo Telegram Room. Firms
would bring in documents to be photographed and then sent
telegraphically all over the world. It was the forerunner, of course, of
fax machines in every office. Telex machines were the first in our
office at Amnesty International to incorporate VDU screens, then of
course PCs came on every desk and soon email so telex followed
telegrams into obsolescence. However the first emails at Amnesty International did not go directly
to individual PC users - we telex operators had to download and forward them from two hubs GreenNet and Geonet - a lengthy and laborious task. Also we were not allowed to work on the
telex VDU screens for more than 3 hours a day, and pregnant women had to wear special aprons
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to protect them from the high radiation green screens. For this reason the telex operator role was
job-shared and split into two 5 hour shifts.
There were two classes of operator at Electra House. OTO I
and OTO II. I was an OTO II (Overseas Telegraph Operator 2nd
class). We could see what we were typing, but the OTO 1s used
a machine which just punched out 5-unit Murray Code tape. I
did learn to read it, just a series of holes, each set representing
a letter. I decided to become a telex operator when I was due
for promotion to OTO I as I like to see what I am typing on
paper or on screen, and not be typing blind and just producing paper tape with a load of holes.
Sitting next to an OTO 1 on the DD circuit one day (DD stood for DDR or German Democratic
Republic - East Germany) he said to me “Why do some of these Communist countries call
themselves ‘democratic’?” I replied: “Maybe because Socialism is more democratic than
capitalism”. He never spoke another word to me for the rest of our shift! Despite having to sign the
Official Secrets Act, Trots and Stalinists like myself abounded in the place, and Trot newspapers
were sold openly along with all sorts of other things. One guy was doing a nice side-line selling
books, and a bloke in a smart suit, with a neat beard, carried an equally neat case containing the
wares he was selling in his spare time - hard-core pornography, then illegal in UK!
There were many characters in that huge office. We changed jobs every hour or so, sometimes
we'd be in the phone room taking down cables on 1920s era typewriters with only upper case
characters, an hour later we'd be on a 'padding rack', which was Post Office speak for a filing rack.
Sitting on one of these one day a woman was grumbling about turning down a career in the
Women's Royal Army Corps “to come to this dump. Look at that woman over there - she hasn't
changed her hairstyle since 1948”. She nodded towards Edna, who still sported a pageboy
hairstyle in the 1970s and had a side-line selling wool and knitted garments.
Milly was another character, on permanent nights, she was a 'non-manip'. She could not type, a
relic from Cable & Wireless days, the private company that preceded and outlived the Post Office
takeover, and was on permanent padding/filing duties. At night there was little to do on the
European circuits, so she made tea for the supervisors even though there was a canteen open all
night, drinks machines, and even a bar selling alcoholic drinks open during pub hours downstairs
in the building. She was on a good number on permanent nights with plenty of overtime and could
afford to travel to and from work by taxi each night.
There was an extensive system of conveyor belts and vacuum tubes to carry telegrams around
the building. Occasionally one would get stuck and turn up days or weeks later, covered in oil from
the belt mechanism. All the equipment at Electra House seemed to be pre-war. They did invest in
a modern photocopier machine operated by someone. But the rest of us had to use antiquated
machines which involved damp tissue paper rolled around a drum with the telegram so some of
the ink came off, and you could read the message thru the tissue. These tissue copies then had to
be hung over a hot air machine to dry!
Up on the 7th or 8th floor was MSC (Message Switching Centre),
a unit we all hated, as they had modern machines where the
bored operator just sat pushing buttons instead of keyboard work.
Another building in London had similar machines. It was the
beginning of the end of the telegraph operator typing out cables.
Some came in on endless gummed tape which then had to be
quickly stuck down on to telegram forms. We all got quite expert
at the art of doing this with just a pair of scissors and a wet sponge in a little dish. Most of you will
remember these types of cables.
Happy days, but they were not to last. Telegraph operators, telegram boys, telex operators - all
made redundant by fax, email and texting!
Tony STOP Papard STOP
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Here you will find eight Sun singles issued in France over the last 18 months. These records are
legal releases produced with the beautiful Sun record label and accurate liner notes/song lyrics on
the rear sleeve. They are produced by Lenox Records (Luc Herouard), a long established record
shop in Paris, France. Luc has been a friend of mine since 1978 or so and I give him my full
support as I did for "Sleazy" in Spain. These waxes are bound to be collector's items as are the
famous Sun 600 issued by the Barbat Bros & H. Ferrero in the mid '70s. I think they would make a
real hep full-page in a future issue of Tales From The Woods... And, after all, where are the
wolves living if not in the woods!!!
It's up to you, my friend!
Dominique "Imperial" ANGLARES
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(Advertisement)

POPCORN TO ROCK 'N' ROLL
by S.K. Moore
(Book one of a trilogy - Life and Death of a Pirate)
1946 - 1960. A fascinating biographical history of post war
England, written as a novel, with photographs. The story follows
the lives of two young people as they make their way in the world.
Of course there is sex and drugs - but not in the way you would
think! Surprising, sometimes shocking and often funny.
Reg Calvert is a dreamer, impulsive and determined to succeed.
When he falls in love with Dorothy and marries at eighteen, he
has little thought of the
consequences. Too soon
he feels trapped by
marriage and children.
Dorothy wants stability
and Reg wants freedom
but he needs Dorothy as
his anchor. When Reg
first hears Bill Haley's
'Rock Around The Clock' he has a dream to bring
Rock'n'Roll to England.
Reg is like the Pied Piper as young musicians and singers
give up their jobs to follow him as he creates a new way of
providing entertainment for teenagers. An extraordinary
story of success and failure as it follows 1950's music
trends. Behind the scenes, life is exciting but the reality of
being a 'star' is far from glamorous.
Please spread the word - tell friends and family about the
book, twitter it and put it on Facebook etc.
BOOK TWO: CLIFTON HALL ~ Reg and Dorothy Calvert
run what becomes known as the 'School of Rock'n'Roll.' It
is a tumultuous time with much fun, laughter and
heartbreak. Many musicians and singers including the
Beatles and Screaming Lord Sutch visit, or stay, at Clifton
Hall.
BOOK THREE: LIFE AND DEATH OF A PIRATE ~ Reg
Calvert has a new dream, to run a pirate radio station.
Dorothy is against him as he sells Clifton Hall to finance it.
By 1966 he has made it a success and then pays for it
with his life! The story of pirate radio, intrigue and murder.
http://www.susan-moore.co.uk/books-by-s-k-moore.php
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The Organ for the
Swedish Rock'n'Roll
Club
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associated music. Each issue
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PDF file is £15. For more enquiries
contact our UK representative
Dickie Tapp at e-mail:
dickietapp@googlemail.com

News reports state that we should feel sympathy for the families of British Jihadis who are
crucifying Christians, beheading journalists, persecuting non-Moslems and generally, to use a
Biblical expression, raising Cain in Iraq and Syria. Apparently, the families didn't know any of
their members were religious loons.
This is a new approach to mass murderers and their relatives. So, can we imagine Mrs Hitler,
Adolf's Mum, down at the delikatessen buying her wurst while neighbours tut: “He seemed like
such a nice boy that Adolf, but now it turns out he has massacred six million Jews. Still, it's not
her fault, she tried to bring him up right.”
What about Stalin's sister? Josef had the blood of twenty million Russians on his hands, but
nobody said a word about it when she went to the Bolshoi. It must have come as a complete
surprise to Idi Amin's cousins that the self-proclaimed Last King of Scotland was persecuting and
expelling Asians and was to all intents and purposes a fruitcake.
I could go on. Jack the Ripper's wife obviously never asked: “Jack, why are you going out after
midnight with a doctor's bag full of scalpels?” and Pol Pot's wife never wondered why there were
apparently two million fewer Cambodians than there were this time last year, and why he
consistently referred to his place of work as ”The Killing Fields.” Quite a clue there, I would have
thought.
I am, of course, not suggesting that these British Jihadis practised their scimitar skills in the
back garden by slicing up melons, or they honed their accuracy with a Kalashnikov on the
neighbour’s cat back in suburban Luton. I can't imagine Ibrahim's mother told him to take his
Ninja mask off at the dining table when they tucked into post-Ramadan cous-cous, or Fatima's
Mum commenting when asked: "Does my bum look big in this suicide vest?"
However, marching through the streets carrying signs suggesting death to British soldiers might
have been a Scoobie to Abdul's aunts that he had more on his mind than raising money for charity
by pouring a bucket of ice water over his head.
So, what's the answer? In World Wars 1 and 2, German nationals were interned in the UK for fear
they were an enemy within. The Fifth Column, it was called. More than 28,000 were banged up for
the duration in WW2, including a number of refugees fleeing the Nazis, unfortunately.
Some say, not I of course, considerable numbers of Moslems in the UK are acting as a fifth
column, and want to put Christians to the sword, so we could well follow historical precedent and
consider internment. But where to put three million of them? The Australians have an answer, but
before I introduce you to the tropical paradise of Nauru, a short historical sidebar.
This Pacific island became immensely rich towing wooden rafts out on to the ocean, where
seagulls' poo turned them into valuable copra, used in producing phosphates. However,
phosphates are now manufactured artificially, leaving seagulls no place to rest their tired wings,
and the democratic Government of Nauru with a depleted income.
The Australian Government to the rescue... they pay to store their would-be illegal immigrants on
Nauru, where an extra three million UK Moslems would love to be among palm trees, balmy
weather and a complete absence of Kaffirs corrupting their young with Playstations and short
skirts. And they could remain there until all this killing stopped. Unless, of course, you have a
better idea.
History may record King Ethelred as Unready, but in 1002 he slaughtered all the Danes in
England to prevent treachery but a solution such as this might be regarded as unChristian as the
actions of the Islamic State in their new Caliphate.
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Baker’s Dozen
A dip into 40 years of correspondence from the
Ken Major (London) / Chuck N. Baker (Las Vegas) archive cabinet
Contact Ken for the fuller stories.
1.
Roots of the British Blues 1: John Mayall’s father was a guitar player and his parents were
always listening to jazz records by Louis Armstrong and others. Listening to Ammons’ “Shout For
Joy” inspired Mayall to play piano and what captivated him was Ammons’ rocking left hand and
how he kept that rhythm going while the right hand played the blues melody. It starts with
something simple but then launches into frantic boogie woogie. Many of Mayall’s jazz books and
records were lost in a fire at his Laurel Canyon home in 1979, but his 78s were still in London, and
his DJ son, Gaz, a massive collector has them. Source: Wall Street Journal, 24.5.2014
2.
Live Blues Dying In Its Rural Mississippi Birthplace 1: The bluesmen play at festivals and
the few surviving clubs that have endured, but even on the jukeboxes in the surviving bars and fish
houses there is little Delta country blues. Hip Hop thuds from the cars, gospel, country and soul
music, sister to the blues dominate the radio. CeDell Davies says crack cocaine and the culture it
bred turned the already tough juke joints into slaughter houses over the past 15 years, driving
people away but silencing the small live shows that are now mostly folklore. But the people of the
Delta will come back. Source: Rick Braggs, San Francisco Chronicle, 22.4.2001
3.
Hollywood’s 1st Black Singing Cowboy 1: “Harlem Rides The Range”, ”The Bronze
Buckeroo”, ”2 Gun Man From Harlem”. Films depicting Hollywood’s first black singing cowboy. The
light skinned Herb Jeffries had to darken up because his mother was Irish, father Sicilian and a
great grandfather Ethiopian. Wore a white hat, black western outfit and rode a white horse named
“Stardust”. The 1937 “Harlem On The Prairie” also included Spencer Williams who later portrayed
Andy in TV’s Amos ’n’ Andy Born 1913 Herb toured with Earl Fatha Hines as a teenage singer.
Source: Dennis McLellan, Los Angeles Times, 26.5.2014
4.
Redding Still Drawing Fans 30 Years after His Death 1: Otis Redding lies in a marble tomb
in Macon, Georgia, about 100 yards from the “Big O” ranch house he had built in 1965. He and the
Bar-Keys left Cleveland in his plane, crashing in Lake Monona, Wisconsin on Dec 10th 1967. Otis
and six others were killed. About 4500 mourners attended Macon’s City Auditorium for the funeral
a week later This was three days after he recorded “(Sitting on) the Dock of the Bay” which was
released January 1968. The record went to No. 1 on pop and rhythm & blues charts Source: Russ
Bynum, L.V Review-Journal, 11.12.1997
5.
Martin Scorcese “The Blues” documentary 1: has produced 10 hours of blues film called
“The Blues” which will be shown on KCET. There are seven filmmakers each with their own
production: Martin Scorcese’s “Feel Like Going Home”. Clint Eastwood’s “Piano Blues”. Mike
Figgis’ “Red, White and Blues”. Richard Pearce’s “The Road To Memphis”. Charles Burnett’s
“Warming By The Devil’s Fire”. Marc Levin’s “Godfathers & Sons”. Wim Wender’s “Soul Of A
Man.” It is hoped it will be as good as the Ken Burns jazz series. Source: Richard Cromelin, Los
Angeles Times, 28.9.2003
6.
These Nutters Think They Deserve Special Recognition 1: The Britannia Coco-Nutters have
applied to the UNESCO’s Convention for the Safeguarding of Intangible Cultural Heritage to
finance a 12 hour street dance routine in Bacup, England. They require £4000 to hire a private
management traffic company because the local council has removed its funding. The U.N. has
approved oil wrestling in Turkey, a whistled language in the Canary Isles, a Peruvian bridge made
of grass and Belgian horseback shrimp fishing. Also for approval are Estonian smoke saunas, and
Mongolian knucklebone shooting. Source: Gautam Naik, Wall St. Journal, 2014
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7.
Where There’s Smokey There’s Fire 1 :Smokey Robinson wrote his first song aged six for a
school play in Detroit. He was an outstanding sportsman in high school and headed up a vocal
group band that performed locally. When meeting Berry Gordy their first venture was a Robinson
penned song called “Get A Job” released on an unknown record label. 30 years after his first hit
Smokey will be appearing at the Sheraton Park Inn, Las Vegas, presenting several songs from his
1993 debut album for the SBK label “Double Good Everything” which is his first album since
quitting Motown. Source: Pete Mikla, What’s On, 15.3.1994
8.
“The Flamingos: Doo Bop Shu Bop Down Memory Lane 2”. Ezekiel and Jacob Carey,
founders of the Flamingos, were discovered at a talent show in Chicago. Asked “why the
Flamingos” Ezekiel replied because it was the “bird era.” All the groups were using names of birds,
robins, orioles, penguins. The Robins later broke up. Two members remained in LA, the rest of the
group formed the Coasters. In 1953 “Golden Teardrops” was a regional hit for the Flamingos,
followed by “Lovers Never Say Goodbye” in 1958 and their signature 1959 hit “I Only Have Eyes
For You”. Source: Louise M. Allen, Las Vegas In-Music Magazine, Dec 1991
9.
Recapturing a Partnership That Was Lost 1: Phil Casden hosted a soul, blues and R&B
radio show in New Jersey on WNJC-AM. Phil had read the Verve liner notes believing Howard
Tate was dead so every time he played a Tate track he would air a plea as to the whereabouts of
the soul singer. A few months later, Ron Kennedy a former singer with Harold Melvin & The Blue
Notes called Ron to say that he had bumped into Howard in a supermarket and he was working as
a minister in a small South Jersey congregation that held services in member’s homes. Ron put
the DJ in touch with Harold who had no idea he was a soul legend or that anybody was listening to
his music. Source: Neil Strauss, The New York Times, 19.7.2001
10.
The Blues Star Who Should Have been 2: Willie King said “Sometimes B.B. would sing with
his guitar turned off and I would play for him. Willie was also the original bass player for Albert
King and Albert Collins. Met Elvis at a show in Berlin but Elvis never maintained contact. Willie
came to Las Vegas in 1975 with 27 cents in his pocket after his wife of 15 children divorced him
and he got a job in a small club and slept in a truck. The Willie King and the Silver Dollar Blues
Band consists, Michael Cox (k/boards), Danny Hamlin (?), Lonnie Parlor (bs), Sammy Gartner
(dms). Source: Ron Hartman, New Times, 3.8.1995
11.
The Power Of Love 1: Five tabloid pages about Darlene Love. Back in 1982 Darlene was
working as a cleaner, but owning a Mercedes paid for from her music career, she kept this well out
of sight and walked half a mile to her place of employment in Los Angeles. A decade later and
Darlene is in Greenwhich Village at the Bottom Line waiting for a rehearsal of “Portrait of a Singer”
which is a revue of her life story. Since February the show has attracted steady crowds who may
recognise her from the “Lethal Weapon” movies in which she plays Danny Glover’s wife. Source:
Rob Hoerburger, The New York Times Magazine, 20.6.1993
12.
Rock ‘n’ Roll stars reside in Las Vegas 1. Sue Thompson, 72, had a 1952 hit with her
original “You Belong To Me.” Jo Stafford had the bigger hit though. Her husband hosted a live TV
show in Los Angeles, but when the industry used videotape thousands of people were put out of
work. The couple therefore formed a band and moved to Vegas to play the lounges, including a 7
year stint at the Golden Nugget. Sue had hits with “Paper Tiger”, “Norman” and “Sad Movies Make
Me Cry”. Remarried she still tours on occasion and makes local appearances. Source: Chuck N.
Baker, Senior Press, March 1998
13.
An innocent tune about a Jamaican sailor pouring out his heart to a bartender sold 250,000
records in 1955, and a year later was sold for $125, this paid for Richard Berry’s first wedding, and
the song was of course “Louie Louie”. In 1984 Berry landed on welfare, but having employed
Chuck Rubin to recoup lost song rights in 1985, retained part ownership of the song which has
now earned over $1 million. Twice divorced Berry lives with his mother in south-central L.A. He
has six children two of whom, Marcel,28 ,and Chrisy, 22, perform with him in his Richard Berry
Louie Louie Band. Source: People Magazine, 10.6.1991

Chuck N Baker / Ken Major
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SOUL KITCHEN
“Required reading” - John Broven.

SOUL/R&B SINGLES

released in the UK by label. 1970. Part 11. Catalogue numbers in
brackets. Unless stated all comments relate to the A side.
MERCURY
SOUL/R&B SINGLES released in the UK by label. 1970. Part 11. Catalogue numbers in brackets.
Unless stated all comments relate to the A side.
PAMA
Pama had a host of reggae labels including Bullet, Camel, Crab, Escort, Gas, Punch, Unity etc.
It was on the Pama label itself that they made their excursion into soul music. They picked up on
labels like Cotillion and Bell, as well as other acts from labels in the Southern States. The label
was discontinued in 1971.
Roosevelt Grier - Who's Got The Ball Y'All/Halftime (774) (US Amy)
This guy was on the periphery of soul music, and was actually a famous football star before he
turned to singing. This offering is a load of manure. Musically, it’s a complete take-off of Conley’s
'Sweet Soul Music' and sort of a vocal football commentary, almost. Apparently he can play the
organ too, God forbid.
His biggest selling single, although it didn't make the top 100, was in 1968, with a tribute to Robert
Kennedy, 'People Make The World', written by the late Bobby Womack.
Bettye Lavette - Only Your Love Can Save Me/I Feel Good (All Over) (748) (US Calla)
This gem was a re-issue from 1965. It's a throbbing and heavy R&B number with plenty of brass.
This later release did at the time sound a bit dated, but this surely added to the effect.
Tremendous strutting beat.
Clyde McPhatter - A Shot Of Rhythm and Blues/I'm Not Going To Work Today (775) (US Amy)
How can you compare the Arthur Alexander classic in the hands of anyone else. Alas the exDrifter’s version is really very average. But flip it over and we find one of my most played sides of
all time. The Joe Tex composition is in safe hands as this is, to me anyway, a fantastic version.
This was originally released on Amy in 1966.
Bill Moss - Sock It To 'Em Soul Brother pt1/pt2 (765) (US Bell)
What can you say about this one then? Only one of top releases from 1970, and maybe the
seventies. Has a similar feel to JT'S 'Who's Making Love' with Mr Moss half singing and half
talking his massage. "You may be black, but get off your arse and go out there and show them".
This has got depth to it, with plenty of Southern Soul, and is instantly memorable. A 5* recording.
Bobby Patterson - My Thing Is Your Thing (So Come And Get It)/Keep It In The Family (773) (US
Jetstar)
Repetitive and funky number from Bob and his Mustangs. Very solid with faint hints of Sly Stone.
Quite a good sizzling topside. The following year, 1971, he gave his funk up and went on to have a
great career in the seventies, with some tremendous deep soul offerings on Paula, Granite and All
Platinum. One of the true greats of soul.
The Showmen - Action/What Would It Take (767) (US Bell)
Exciting rocker from the Showman, that was now minus Norman Johnson. Good guitar chords and
brass sound that all add up to a danceable and funky sound.
The Soul Partners - Walk On Judge/Lose The One You Love (766) (US Bell)
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This group evolved into Al Hudson & the Partners, than on to One Way, who later went onto
release some pretty good disco releases. 'You Can Do It' comes to mind. But always on the b
side, or scattered album tracks, you would often find some tasty deep/slow ballads.
Spencer Wiggins - I'm A Poor Man's Son/That's How Much I Love
You (794) (US Goldwax)
Mid-paced item from the man who immortalised 'Uptight Good Woman'
a few years earlier. Unfortunately this is not one of his best. The slower
more soulful flip is a far better example of Mr Wiggins at his deepest
best. It features him on a song that resembles the old James Carr hit
'You've Got My Mind Messed Up'. Excellent side.
Who would have thought that when I bought this back in 1970, that
some 39 years later, I would see this soul legend live in Porretta, 2009.
POLYDOR
Polydor was formed in the late fifties, originally a division of the German company Deutsche
Grammophon. Although Polydor never seems to get mentioned in the same breath as labels like
Motown, Stax or Atlantic. They had, in the label's life time, a great stable of top class soul acts.
One of the great labels that released some fantastic forty fives.
The Boys In The Band - The Boys In The Band/Sumpin' Heavy(2066.036) (US Spring)
Quite a fairly decent instrumental. Some nice guitar and piano. The party atmosphere adds to the
effect.
James Brown - Ain't It Funky Now pt1/pt2 (567793) (US King)
Before he became the God Father he was simply Soul Brother
number one. Brown just churned out 45s like no tomorrow. Part 1 is
virtually instrumental with JB concentrating his efforts on getting the
band together. Woe betide any band member playing a note out of
place. Part 2 features the vocal. As always it is very hypnotic and
those at the time already initiated into the James Brown cult would
lap it up, as I did.
James Brown - It's A New Day/Georgia On My Mind (2001.018) (US
King)
This was JB's biggest seller for a while. Tremendous example of pure American funk. I have
always liked JB on the slower side, and over the years he has knocked out some pretty decent
deep soul ballads. A good example of this is found on the b side. This classic song in the hands of
JB gets his special deep treatment. Brilliant cover.
James Brown - Get Up I Feel Like Being A Sex Machine pt1/pt2 (2001.071) (US King)
This smash hit needs no introduction. JB's really on heat here, with the full force of his funk
machine blasting away behind him in pursuit of the vocals. Phew.
The Devotions - Dawning Of Love/So Glad You're Home (2058.071) (US Colossus)
A quintet from New York City, who previously had a ripple with 'Rip Van Winkle'. The song actually
cries out for racial togetherness. Sincerely sung by the semi-falsetto lead voice. It's a very
sweetish and soulful production. This did reach the top 50 R&B in the states.
The Flamingos - Buffalo Soldier/Fontaineous Combustion (2066.007) (US Polydor)
The Flamingos were formed in 1952, and at one time included Tommy Hunt. The group continued
with various line ups and labels way into the seventies. Their sole release this year was a poignant
version of the Bob Marley standard, which reached 28 R&B. This was to be their last ever chart
entry.
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Bettye Lavette - He Made A Woman Out Of Me/Nearer To You (0000.786) (US Silver Fox)
This needs no introduction. A vibrant and pulsating item. Interesting arrangement, along with good
brass and bass riffs, and as you would expect Betty is in top form. Languishing on the flip side we
find a good version of the Allen Toussaint song that Betty Harris hit with in 1967.
Gloria Taylor - You've Gotta Pay The Price/Loving You and Being Loved By You (56788) (US
Silver Fox)
Originally an instrumental hit for Al Kent in 1967 on the Ric Tic label. Gloria sounds a little like a
falsetto Aretha Franklin and she handles this difficult song extremely well. This really is a strong
R&B record that simply failed to sell anywhere, so that's a recommendation to seek it out.
Marva Whitney - This Girl's In Love With You/He's The One (2001.036) (US King)
Marva was the featured girl vocalist for many years with the James Brown Revue. She had a few
releases, sharing the singing roles with JB, but on her solo recordings she seems to prefer herself
on ballads. Vocally beautifully executed on this well recorded Bacharach-David song. The brass
backing is simple and complements her voice throughout without ever drowning it.
Soulsssssssssssssssssssssssssoulssssssssssssssssssoulssssssssssssssssoul
LOST SOULS
DON DAVIS

Grammy award winning Don Davis was a writer, musician and producer, and later a successful
banker.
Born in Detroit in the mid-fifties, after leaving high school he formed his own jazz group, the Don
Davis Trio. The remainder of his early musical life was as a session guitarist at Ric Tic, Golden
World and early Motown, and played on hits like Barrett Strong's 'Money' and the Capitols' 'Cool
Jerk'.
As a producer/songwriter he worked at Stax records, where he had tremendous success,
particularly with Johnny Taylor, going gold with 'Who's Making Love' and 'Disco Lady'. Hits flowed
from his pen for The Dramatics, The Dells and Marilyn McCoo & Billy Davis with 'You Don't Have
To Be A Star'
He was also involved in a who's who of sixties soul acts, including Darrell Banks, Mavis Staples,
The Mad Lads, L J Reynolds, Fantastic Four, Ronnie McNeir, Bobby Womack to name a few.
As record label owner he founded Groovesville and Tortoise International. The music he created
will always stand the test of time.
He was born 25 October 1938, and died 5 June 2014.
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'TEENIE' HODGES

Mabon Lewis 'Teenie' Hodges was a songwriter, rhythm and lead guitarist, who was an important
part of Willie Mitchell's Hi Rhythm section, appearing on numerous records for Hi during the sixties
and seventies, helping to shape the sound of Memphis.
Born on the 16th November 1945 in Germantown, Tennessee. One of twelve children, he grew up
with Delta blues, thanks to his father's record collection. He began playing guitar from an early
age, mimicking the riffs he heard from the old 78s. When he was twelve years old he joined his
father's band, the Germantown Blue Dots. His brothers Leroy and Charles had a group called the
Impalas (not the 1959 group) which 'Teenie' joined, and the brothers basically stayed together
during the whole of their musical careers.
Befriended by Willie Mitchell who took the young Hodges under his wing. Hodges joined Mitchell
at Hi records in the later part of the sixties, as part of the company's house band, performing with
such artists as Otis Clay, Ann Peebles, Sly Johnson and Al Green.
His song writing talents led him to co-compose, collaborating with several soul artists, including
numerous hits for Al Green including 'Take Me To The River', 'Here I Am (Come and Take Me)',
'Love and Happiness' and 'Full Of Fire'. He toured extensively, as guitarist in the Hi Rhythm
Section, touring behind major soul acts like Syl Johnson, and O V Wright.
During the eighties and nineties Hodges and his brothers continued to play with blues and soul
artistes like Albert Collins and Otis Clay. In 2006 he was a featured artist on the acclaimed album
'The Greatest' by Cat Power.
He appeared in the documentary films A Portrait of a Memphis Soul Original in 2013 and, in 2014,
Take Me To The River.
He died 22 June, from complication of emphysema.
Remember you're in
safe soul hands with....

SOULBOY
Keep on keeping on
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Carole Lateman
I was born on 1st December 1954 in Wembley,
Middlesex. My father, Israel Lateman, was a
commercial traveller, and always known as ‘Ben’,
after a character he played in a school play. He
was born in 1916 in the East End of London, his
parents having escaped the Russian pogroms,
arriving in London from Vitebsk in White Russia in
1905. My paternal grandfather, Chaim, died before
I was born, but my grandmother Sarah, was quite
a character, and sold lace from a stall in Petticoat
Lane Market.
My mother, Ilse, known as Elsa, nee Lehman,
escaped Nazi Germany and arrived as a teenager
in the UK on her own in 1939, just in time. Her
parents ended up in Buenos Aires, Argentina, with
her two brothers. Sadly, I never met my
grandparents on my mother’s side. My other aunts ended up in Kenya, Brazil, New York and
Israel.
My parents met in a lift in a block of flats in 1943, were married in 1945 and had a blissfully happy
marriage until 2002 when sadly my mother passed away. My father died in 2012.
When I was 4 years old, my family moved to Bournemouth, where my parents bought a hotel on
the East Cliff, ‘Hartford Court’. My father was a big Jazz fan, especially swing and Dixieland, and
our home was always filled with music. My mother preferred classical music and opera, but
together, they were wonderful dancers, winning a huge number of ballroom dance competitions. I
often came home from school to find them dancing around the kitchen, practising their moves – at
the time I thought this was quite normal, and all parents did this! Ben’s favourite artists were
Benny Goodman, Artie Shaw, Glen Miller and the UK dance bands such as Joe Loss, Ambrose
and Sid Philips, and his favourite tune was Tiger Rag. He hated all the modern music with gusto,
especially The Stones, which was what probably turned me into a huge Stones fan! I was allowed
to go and see The Beatles in 1963 at the Gaumont in Bournemouth, but not The Stones!
My older sister, Hazel, was a keen music fan and a great admirer of soul, especially Stax and
Atlantic. She loved Otis Redding, Aretha Franklin, Sam and Dave, James Brown and Wilson
Pickett, and used to go dancing at all the discos in Bournemouth. She also loved Manfred Mann
and The Beach Boys.
My primary school was St Paul’s C of E, where I passed my 11-plus, and I also passed the
entrance exam to Talbot Heath Direct Grant Grammar school for girls, where I gained 8 ‘O’ levels
and 3 ‘A’ levels. I moved to London when I was 18, where I attended Central London Polytechnic
(now University of Westminster) where I studied on a multilingual secretarial course which I hated,
so I dropped out and went to Israel to live on a kibbutz for a few months. When I returned in 1975 I
studied Business Studies with Advertising and Marketing at CDT, where I gained an HND. My first
job was Advertising Assistant at British Olivetti, and after that I moved to J. Walter Thompson in
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Berkeley Square where I stayed for 7 years. My next job was at WWAV where I worked for 20
years, and currently I still work at Tag where I have been for 8 years as an account manager. I’ve
always worked in advertising, and I love Mad Men!
Apart from my Dad’s music, my first musical memories were 6-5 Special on the TV. I also
remember clearly hearing Adam Faith singing ‘What Do You Want (If You Don’t Want Money)’ on
the radio. I used to sing along to ‘See You Later, Alligator’ and ‘Rock Around The Clock’ by Bill
Haley and the Comets.
The first single I bought was ‘My Generation’ by The
Who, which I bought in 1965 on the way home from
school at Beales in Bournemouth. There was another
record shop in Old Christchurch Road where you could
listen to records before you bought them. I was a big
Small Faces fan in those days (still am!). I remember my
Uncle Benny Singer bought me ‘Little Red Rooster’ by
the Stones for Christmas; I loved it then, and still love it
now! I also bought singles by The Kinks, The Beach
Boys, The Animals and The Temptations. My favourite
LP was The Rolling Stones’ first, I still listen to it now,
especially ‘Carol’!
There was a great live music scene in Bournemouth in
my schooldays, and we went to all the big gigs, including
The Beatles, Billy J. Kramer and The Dakotas, The Small Faces, Cat Stevens, Donovan, The
Move, Amen Corner, and later, Pink Floyd (with Syd Barrett) The Jimi Hendrix Experience, Led
Zeppelin, Black Sabbath, Ten Years After, Hawkwind, and many more.
When I moved to London I saw The Who several times, The Kinks, Chuck Berry, Jerry Lee Lewis,
Little Richard, The Stones (many times, including intimate gigs at The 100 Club in 1981 and
Shepherd’s Bush Empire in 2001 as well as the big ones at Earl’s Court, Wembley and
Twickenham), Bob Seeger, Tom Petty, George Thorogood, Bruce Springsteen, Bob Dylan, BB
King, The Eagles, Santana, The Stranglers, AC/DC, Paul Simon, Eric Clapton, Status Quo, and
too many more to mention!
I also got into dancing and learnt Lindyhop and 50’s jive, and enjoyed dances in smaller venues
with bands like The Big Town Playboys.
In 1988 my life changed when I visited New Orleans for the first time. I went to Jazz Fest with
some dancing friends, and I was blown away by the Zydeco music – Buckwheat Zydeco, Rockin’
Dopsie, Zachary Richard and Queen Ida to name just a few. I also saw James Brown, The
Temptations, Snooks Eaglin, Frankie Ford, Ernie K. Doe, Irma Thomas, Bo Diddley and Fats
Domino!
When I returned to London, I found some great Zydeco and Cajun bands playing at venues like
The Weaver’s Arms and The Dog and Dumpling, where you could dance to The Balham Alligators,
The Electric Bluebirds, Pierre Le Rue, Slim Cyder Co and The Crayfish Five. I fell in love with
Louisiana music and went to all the UK festivals such as Bude, Bury and Gloucester, where I
discovered some great UK bands like Zydeco Active, the Flatville Aces, Elvis Fontenot and the
Sugarbees and Whiskey River.
I went on the Zydeco cruise out of New Orleans 10 times! Danced to Geno Delafose, Brian Jack,
Steve Riley, Step Rideau and Chris Ardoin. I also went to Jazz Fest a few more times, my
highlights being Rockin’ Dopsie Junior, Keith Frank, Wayne Toups and of course Nancy’s tour with
members of Beausoleil and DL Menard! Sadly, I never saw my favourite Zydeco artists, Beau
Jocque and Clifton Chenier.
In 2004, with Neil Papworth, a, fellow dancer and music fan, we decided it was about time
someone put on some Zydeco bands in London. The music pubs had closed, and the dance clubs
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just put on Cajun bands. So we started Swamp Rock! Our first gigs were in conjunction with Pete
Feenstra who used to put bands on at The Torrington in Finchley. For our opening night, June 14,
we had Z-Funk, with Harold Guillory from Lake Charles Louisiana on frottoir and vocals. What a
night! We had 10 great years of Swamp Rock dances, monthly to start, then recently every other
month. We included Rhythm ‘n Blues bands, and had some brilliant nights, outstanding were The
Metrotones, Big Boy Bloater and His Southside Stompers, The Cadillac Kings, Ricky Cool and The
Hoola Boola Boys and the Revolutionaires.
Another life changing event happened to me in
2005 – I met the love of my life, Nigel Bewley,
aka DJ Flying Home! I met him at a gig, and we
soon discovered that we had so much in
common - as well as a love of music, a love of
Bournemouth, where he studied in the 1970s! He
soon became Swamp Rock’s resident DJ,
playing a great mix of Louisiana and dance
tracks, the dancers love him! He also
encouraged me to DJ, and I became Lil’Queenie!
Together we DJ at all the major UK Cajun and
Zydeco festivals, as well as private parties and
dances. We ran Swamp Rock stages at The
Thames Festival twice, programming a mix of
live Louisiana and world music and DJing in between the bands.
Nigel and I got married in Sri Lanka, Nigel’s birth place, on 29 January 2009. We live in Ealing,
West London, but spend as much time as we can in Dorset, where we hope to live eventually.
I learnt to play the frottoir on the zydeco cruise, and play as much
as I can with various bands! I have recently bought a Tit’-Fer,
which I am trying to learn.
I can’t remember when I became a Woodie, but have run several
events with Keith Woods, including a Skiffle/Cajun night at The
Water Rats and a Zydeco night at the 100 Club.
My other musical passion is Klezmer and Israeli music and dance.
I have performed in Israeli dance troupes since the ‘70s, and have
travelled all over the UK, including Edinburgh and Guernsey, with
my dance troupes. I am currently in a troupe called ‘Alonim’ which
means ‘Oak Trees’, symbolising our seniority! I also run a regular
monthly Israeli dance club in London,’ Retro Israeli Dancing’.
One stand-out weekend was a couple of years ago, when Nigel
and I were invited to DJ at the ceremony to unveil the blue plaque
at the Ealing Club, and met Charlie Watts and ‘Whispering’ Bob
Harris, as well as local MPs and Bobbie Korner, Alexis’s widow.
The following day I performed with Alonim at Wembley Stadium.
I have travelled around the US many times, including to New York, Philadelphia, The West Coast
and Las Vegas, Grand Canyon and Yosemite as well as San Francisco and L.A. Of course, I’ve
visited Louisiana many times, and two years ago visited Nashville, Memphis and Muscle Shoals,
to all the usual music places of interest such as Sun Studios, Graceland, Tupelo, Stax Museum
etc.
We decided to call Swamp Rock a day on our 10th anniversary in June 2014, but we may be back
next year with the one or two a year, you’ll have to wait and see!
Music and dancing has always been my passion, and I hope to continue enjoying both for as long
as I can.
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All Saints Church Hall, Whetstone, N. London, June 14th 2014.
The Last Swamp Rock Club dance.
If there was only one reason for me to drive the 15 minutes to the Swamp
Pop Club it would be to see The Cadillac Kings. A personal favourite of gig
promoter Lil Queenie (Carole Lateman) and I can understand why. A
jump’n’jive promoter’s dream band, if they can get my leg wiggling on the
floor they have to be real good, and they succeeded. So sad the band had to
be Carole’s swan song, but considering there was World Cup football on TV
that night it was an excellent turn out. Nigel had already warmed up the
crowd with his Louisiana favourites, including a Happy Birthday tribute per
Louis Jordan, I am still amazed every other DJ plays the corny standard and
this rocker remains a mystery to most. I was pleased to enjoy the company of
several Woodie friends whose record collections are stuffed with vintage New
Orleans platters, only a band of this calibre would tear them away from their
phonographs.
The energetic and friendly band leader Woodie - Mike Thomas - gave credit to Lil Queenie for
establishing the Swamp Rock Club, and running it for so long, and he hazarded a guess that with
hubby Nigel retiring this maybe was the
opportunity to go out on a high. A funny moment
was when Mike said that to celebrate the event he
was giving away free CDs, these he had in a box
in the front of the stage. The Harrod’s New Year
Sale had nothing on this rush as dancers hot
footed across the floor and disappeared head first
in the box re-appearing with a fistful of platters.
How they carried the CDs and handled their
zimmers I’ll never know.
The band: Mike Thomas - lead vcs, harp, gtr, Mal
Barclay - vcls, gtr., Roy Webber - dms, vcls, Tim
Penn - pno, ac. Vcls, Paul Cuff - d/bass.
The band has received so many accolades over the years
even with a reasonable amount of personnel changes. Boogie
woogie and Rock’n’Roll pianist Henri Herbert was a member,
and those who saw his TFTW show with Big John Carter, will
understand why this band is a stand out when musicians of
this calibre are stalwart members. Current pianist Tim Penn
and the rhythm section
have nailed the New
Orleans beat to a T,
leaving the dancers to
provide the extra moves within the shuffle beat. This
Louisiana sound is the difference between the Caddy Kings
and every other R&B jump jive band I have seen live,
without knocking the Rock’n’Roll credibility of those top
notch bands. Stand out for me on the night was “Kansas
City” which was the slowest number, but what a great
rhythm.
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Mike is a prolific R&B song writer and we Woodies support those Woodies whose talents must be
revealed, so I list his self-penned songs sung on the night with just a few comments:
“Fortune Teller” - Heavy beat harp laden Excello label
style blues rocker. I can’t recall if the dancers
considered this a stroller… probably. “Left handed
Woman” - another Louisianan rocker, Slim Harpo style
with Mike giving the harp a wail and Tim on accordion.
“Betty Lou (‘s Last Pair Of Shoes)” - Brilliant piano
pounding rocker, no that’s unfair, everything is storming
on this and my only surprise is that it was not the
encore, because there was always going to be one. I
think Bobby Freeman would have chuckled at the lyrics
what with the claim that John Wayne only had one pair.
“Eight Ball Jack” - I suppose this would have to be called a doo wop swing jiver, co- written with
Mal Barclay, and it’s one to either get the jivers on the floor or keep them there.
“Chain Gang Boogie” - Mike’s harp drives this along with sparse lead guitar
picking until the instrumental break when his slide guitar gave a blistering
solo. Straight out of the pre-Elvis SUN studio. “Lovin’est Girl” - If a shuffler
can be frantic, well this was one. Rockin’ harp and slide from Mike and Tim
on accordion. “Zydeco Cadillac” – having forgotten her frottoir (zydeco
scrub board), Carole joined the lads improvising with a whisk and cheese
grater, compliments of the hall’s kitchen, Tim’s accordion gave it the
swinging’ zydeco rhythm. “One Step Forward” – the first Bo Diddley feel
number.
“Everybody’s Out For Themselves These Days” – One to get a certain
Enfield rocker gritting his teeth (letter to the music media several years
ago), yes a Charleston number which had the flapper’s knees knocking and hands waving, and
the dancers loved it.
Band members don’t often get full credit for their occasional vocals, so I am happy to name drop,
you’ll know the songs:
Mal - “Down Boy Down” (Wynonie Harris), “Hard Ridin’ Mama” (Wynonie
Harris), “Mean Old Frisco” (Big Boy Crudup).
Roy - “ Learn To Treat Her Right” (Kim Wilson), “ Sick & Tired” (Chris Kenner).
Tim - “Kansas City” (Leiber & Stoller), “Let The Four Winds Blow” (Fats
Domino)
Then Mike again with some more classics: ”Money” (Barret Strong), “No Good
Woman” (Rockin’ Sidney), “Oh Lucille” (Clifton Chenier), slide, Tim Accordion,
Carole on metals, “Boogie With My Baby” (Nick Curran), “In The Night” (Prof
Longhair), “Flatfoot Sam” (TV Slim),
Encore: Mal - “T-Bone Boogie” (T-Bone Walker)
I have no doubt this band will appear at the Rhythm
Riot one day (and if not why not) or similar
weekender,
but
before
they
do
visit
www.cadillackings.co.uk for a venue near you.
Ken Major (words) Dave Thomas (pictures)
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JAZZ JUNCTION
Christine Tobin – Out To Lunch at Cadogan Hall, 14 August 2014
It was the Joni Mitchell album Mingus that drew Dublin-born singer and
composer Christine Tobin to jazz, and in 1987 she moved to London to
study at the Guildhall School of Music. After singing in various bands,
she began her recording career as leader of her own groups, and has
recorded ten albums to date.
The two musicians supporting her were long-time partner and guitarist
Phil Robson, and on double bass, Dave Whitford. Robson’s solos were
always interesting and relevant, and Whitford was the model of
steadiness.
The majority of the songs over her two sets came from her latest album
devoted to the songs of Leonard Cohen in celebration of his eightieth
birthday. Her interpretations were of a high order, while her scatting was measured with reserve.
Ultimately, though, it was Leonard Cohen’s poetry, for that it was what his lyrics are, that left the
greatest impression. Songs about love and quiet despair such as Dance Me To The End Of Love,
the haunting Famous Blue Raincoat, his translation of a poem by Federico García Lorca that
became Take This Waltz, and of course the famous Suzanne, will live long in the recesses of
many a sentient heart.

REGGAE IRREGULAR
The Wailing Souls at the Jazz Cafe – 20 August 2014
© Seamus McGarvey

Despite the number of freeloaders in the audience,
there were plenty of true fans with an intimate
knowledge of the group’s songs to create an
exciting atmosphere. The Wailing Souls, who were
formed in the 1960s and are still led by Winston
‘Pipe’ Matthews and Lloyd ‘Bread’ McDonald, were
on tour and the performance was as slick as one
would expect.

Although Winston Matthews is the main singer, they
swapped roles regularly, responding to each other,
as they moved about the tiny stage at times in an
unrestrained fashion bordering on the reckless. In
one hundred minutes of vocal group delights, they managed to include twenty songs from their
extensive catalogue, of which the highlights were many. Here are three: She Pleases Me, Old
Broom and Picky Picky Head.
Porretta 2014: ‘I could have sworn I checked that’
Jimmy Hall’s first Eddie Hinton song was I Still Wanna Be Your Man, and
the contribution by The Quincey Avenue Rhythm Band was covered by
Sweet Honey In The Rock and titled Run, Run, Mourner Run.
Unfortunately I did not spot these errors until after publication.
Dave Carroll
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Ray Stevens- lead vcls/r.gtr, Mark Hornby- gtrs/backing vcls, Mike Drinkwaterpno/keyboards/backing vcls, Richie Beesley- sax/clarinet, Nathan King- bass/backing vocals,
Simon Edgoose- drums/percussion
1) Honky Tonk Women
2) Bad Moon Rising
3) Misty
4) Cupid
5) I Saw Her Standing There
6) Valerie

7) Oh Lori (Instrumental)
8) Lawdy Miss Clawdy
9) Who Will The Next Fool Be
10) A Big Hunk Of Love
11) Love Letters
12) I Got You (I Feel Good)

Woodie Ray Stevens had a profile exposure a couple of TFTW magazines ago, plus a review on
his then available Ray Rich band CDs. This latest CD just missed a review in issue 79 and is
snazzily packaged as if a 5 inch 45rpm (stereo).
Ray continues to select a myriad of his favourite songs and instrumentals for his CDs and this one
continues to break the boundaries with unique arrangements, so beware purists expecting note for
note mimicry. The band instrumentalists continue to amaze with their handling of such diverse
material, such as the tight James Brown funk to the smooth Ketty Lester and Charlie Rich tunes.
The guys take every opportunity to slip in some jazz interpretations, and this where they excel. I
show a little detail of the instruments played for the interest of readers who are also musicians. A
Martin 00015 acoustic guitar is on all tracks by the way. Ray’s forte is probably his take on early
‘60s R&B, and his vocals occasionally slip into a mid-Atlantic accent.
The CD opens with some jokey narrative then, with an “Alley Cat” type piano, pitches into a
medium pace version of “Honky Tonk Women”, where Ray informs me he is attempting to capture
a New Orleans sound. To my ears this has more a brassy country feel particularly with the
“Nashville” vocal back up, certainly not rock and roll in its widest sense, Ray re-wrote two verses
and Mark Hornby provides lead on a Gibson 335.
Having recorded two versions of “Proud Mary” on their “Souled On Rock and Roll” album, the
band returns to the Creedence Clearwater song book with a nice intro to “Bad Moon Rising”. This
is given a very slow treatment which I assumed was going to explode into a rockabilly version –
but doesn’t, and again a Bechstein piano and a Telecaster 360 provide a country feel. Maybe a
rockabilly version in the future?
Ray describes “Misty” as a salsa and a one note samba, very much a night club rendition which
will get the dancers close together on the floor. A Gibson 125 guitar on this. Sam Cooke’s “Cupid”
has been a live Ray Rich band stalwart for many years, recorded as a reggae and I am reliably
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informed Amy Winehouse did a version, but I doubt with the band’s last bar nod to Rolf Harris!
Nice Stratocaster runs throughout.
The three rockers on the CD start with that Liverpool group beat number which includes a “Rock
Around The Clock” type guitar lick on a Gretsch, the same guitar is used on “A Big Hunk Of Love”
the Elvis song which Woodie Terry Adams and Ricky Mathews suggested to Ray. A good guitar
break and piano on this. Then “Lawdy Miss Clawdy”, but I found the guitar bass a bit too
prominent on this and “Big Hunk Of Love”. Nathan suggested “Lawdy Miss Clawdy” could be
arranged as a shuffle so this arrangement falls somewhere between rock and roll and R&B. Two
baritone saxes plus an alto give the band extra depth.
“Valerie” I am informed was originally recorded by the Zutons in 2006 and also by Mark Ronson
and Amy Winehouse in 2007. A pop ballad with jazz sax breaks. This has Mark Hornby on lead
vocals and falls into the easy listening pop bag, as does the instrumental “Laurie” recorded by the
Alessi Bros in 1997. I get the feeling this is the real Ray Rich Band.
Nice piano and telecaster guitar makes Charlie Rich’s “Who Will The Next Fool Be” a stand out on
the CD. Ray originally heard the song on Jerry Lee Lewis’ “Greatest Last Show On Earth” LP and
suggests his version is closer to Bobby Bland’s version. The song is dependent on a sincere
vocal interpretation and Ray uses much falsetto to squeeze on the emotions.
Ray picked “Love Letters” from the Boz Scaggs “Coming Home” album and again Terry suggested
using it on the album. A classic and very appealing pop song of its day and a surprise to have it
re-surface here. A 12 string Rickenbacker on this ditty.
James Brown’s “Feel Good” is another stand out track on the CD. I had to check with Ray to
confirm he was the singer since the vocal is very black. I had forgotten Ray had previously
recorded “Papa’s Got A Brand New Bag” on his “Rich Pickings” CD. The band is ultra-tight and
funky on this and show just what superb musicians they are.
So if your listening bag is for something smooth and modern, diverse in music genres with jazzy
overtones, grab a copy of the CD from:
website: www.rayrich.co.uk Ray mobile 07904 694566, Home 01959 533098
Ken Major

Rock’n’Roll on RADIO CAROLINE
EVERY TUESDAY NIGHT
Between 6pm & 9pm UK time
with your host Dell Richardson & guests!
TO LISTEN ON BROADBAND INTERNET THEN GO TO
EITHER OF OUR WEBSITES ON
www.caroline.rockers.co.uk or www.radiocaroline.co.uk
To tune in your satellite set top box, go here

The Boat That (still) Rocks!
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Although it seems obvious that I chose the title of my ramblings from the many, probably
thousands, of Blues songs which have this line in them, it was an Alabama 3’s track that helped
me decide. From the album ‘Exile on Coldharbour Lane’ I first heard the track “Woke Up This
Morning” on a Charlie Gillett programme (I can’t remember which one) around July 2000 and
immediately bought it. Unfortunately, other songs on the CD were not quite my bag (I don’t like
political, modern social comment and swearing on record) but over the years, in playing it, they
have begun to grow on me. In any case, I don’t often listen to words; for me, the voice is part of
the overall sound. The Alabama 3 say/sing the title between 25 and 30 times including the
beginning and the end.

Twelve Bar Blues I am still having trouble with copyright but a friend suggested that if I kept it
simple and used words that were a little different (but most readers would know the proper ones),
then I might get by! The tune I have finally chosen is ‘Hello Josephine’, written by Dave
Bartholomew and Antoine Domino. I have avoided the doubling up rhythm of Fats’ style by
choosing the Taj Mahal version from his CD ‘Maestro’ from 2008. This version suits the chords
drawn out in TFTW issue 76.
To start it needs a 4 bar intro all on ‘A’ and I have only copied out two verses as there appears to
be some doubt about the words in verse three (I looked at three versions on the web and all had
different words at the end of verse three).
Using the notation I showed in TFTW issue 77 page 31, here goes, and good luck! The word ‘stop’
in brackets means the playing stops but keep counting and sing the end of that bar
unaccompanied.
4 bar intro (once only)

(Stop) Hello Joseph…

(2 dots mean repeat from or to here)

Bar 1

2

3

4

…ine

How do you

do

Do you remember me…

…home

I used to hold your

hand

You used to use my um…

6

7

8

…baby

Like I remember

you

You used to laugh at…

…brella

Any time it

rained

You used to cry so…

10

11

12

…me

And holler ‘whoo hoo

hoo’

(Stop) I used to walk you…

…much

It was a crying

shame

5

9

This is my last visit, for the time being, to the 12 Bar Blues. If any reader is interested in further
chord sequences or questions on the 12 Bar Blues, I would be glad to try to help.
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Lists The British Blues Awards were announced in August at the Colne Blues Festival and there
were few surprises The 18 awards were:
Male Vocalist; Alan Nimmo
Instrumentalist; Sarah Skinner
Female Vocalist; Jo Harman
Overseas Artist; Walter Trout
Blues Band; King King
Independent Blues Broadcaster; Dave Watkins
Harmonica Player; Paul Lamb
Blues Festival; Hebden Bridge Blues Festival
Guitarist; Chantel McGregor
Young Artist; Laurence Jones
Acoustic Act; Marcus Bonfanti
Emerging Artist; King Size Slim (not Taylor!)
Bass Player; Lindsay Coulson
Blues Album; ‘Standing In The Shadow’ by King King
Keyboard; Steve Watts
The Kevin Thorpe Songwriter of the Year; Aynsley Lister
Drummer; Wayne Proctor
Blues Song; ‘Home’ by Aynsley Lister
I have seen a few of these, Paul Lamb, Walter Trout, Laurence Jones and have the CD ‘Home’ by
Aynsley Lister which probably deserves to win as it is full of quality modern Blues songs, and the
Jo Harman CD.
King King has appeared to sweep the board with five awards (Kilt Wearing Male Vocalist, Blues
Band, Bass Player, Drummer and Blues Album) and I shall have to investigate their CD. Having
never heard them, I always thought they were a Boy Band!

Who did I last see? I, having returned from France, refreshed and full of warfarin, quickly got
back into my stride and went to my local monthly Blues club at Aylesbury where two
‘recommended’ bands were on view, both with female vocalists. They were ‘The Little Devils’ and
‘Bare Bones Boogie Band’ (neither bare nor boogie!). The show started late because the Little
Devils were crawling around the M25, it being Friday night, but finally they got going.
They consisted of a strong vocalist, Yoka Wheatley, bass, Graeme Wheatley, Big Ray on guitar
and Sara on drums. All the songs were presented in fine powerful style and Yoda also introduced
some sax and flute solos but none of the songs were recognisable to me. The small audience
liked them and so did I (with reservations).
The Bare Bones Boogie Band (BBBB) was Helen Turner vocals, Iain Black guitar, Trev Turley
bass, and Andy Jones drums. This band had, several times, been described as Janis Joplin
fronting Free and it was a good description. Helen, the diminutive singer dressed in a sort of
witch’s top (like Stevie Nicks on that famous Fleetwood Mac ‘Rumours’ LP cover) blazed away in
true Joplin style with songs mostly written by the band. For me it was a pity that no recognisable
songs were used as only with the occasional cover can I appreciate just how good the band would
be. Having been together for six years the band had, amicably, decided to call it a day and this gig
at Aylesbury was their last. I will look out for Helen Turner in the future as she has a lot of stage
presence and a mighty lot more to give vocally.
My reservations? Well both bands slotted into the Rock/Blues (rather than Blues/Rock) variety and
this, I’m afraid, is growing inevitable in Blues clubs as very few play only Blues anymore and I
expect this has financial reasons as well.

Blues Festival Here I am recuperating from my recent blood clot scare in beautiful Brittany when
a friend who lives nearby suggested I would like to go to the ‘jazz’ festival at a small town, La
Cheze, about 30 miles north of our place here. I looked it up on line and found it was a Blues
Festival called ’Blues Du Chateau’.
We decided not to go on the Thursday or Friday because the weather was rain at times and the
concerts were mostly outdoors.
Saturday was glorious so we arrived at a beautiful venue set around a derelict chateau (proceeds
to rebuild it!) and near a peaceful river and lake. Our afternoon concert was on the lawns of an
adjacent and lovely manor house. Benches were liberally sprinkled around the lawn and the
soundman’s tent and there were about 400 present. First on was Oliver Mally (Austrian I think)
who played some fine unaccompanied guitar, choosing styles of the Chicago blues players, and
finished his spot by introducing the next two solo artists to jam with him. The mainly French
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audience was very appreciative (as they always are in my experience). Next up was Boogie
Woogie pianist Balazs Daniel (who explained that his name was the right way round but he had
earned the nickname ‘Mr. Firehands’ and soon showed us why. He was from Hungary and spoke
no French so did his few introductions in English. He was very good but it all seemed too easy,
maybe because he didn’t do much in the way of introduction of the numbers played. He also
introduced us to stride piano (where the left hand darts back and forwards doing both the bass and
rhythm – my Dad was good at this) and also some terrific Ragtime including one of my favourites,
‘Root Beer Rag’ written by Billy Joel. He did some lovely slow Blues tunes and left the stage to
rousing applause. Next, and finally for the afternoon show, we were treated to a wizard of the
country Blues, guitarist Tiny Legs Tim (and no, he didn’t have unusual legs so where the nickname
came from, I couldn’t find out.)
He was brilliant, covering some of my favourites, Ledbelly, Big Bill Broonzy, Robert Johnson and
Lightnin’ Hopkins amongst many others and other styles. He used three guitars, a semi acoustic,
an electric and a resonator type to superb effect. As we walked to the car, we all thought how clear
and well balanced the sound system was, and for me, how good it was to hear and enjoy proper
Blues Blues (as Keith calls it).
So after studying the programme, we decided to return on Sunday, weather permitting, where
there were some more exciting American blues soloists and a band to finish. The Sunday gig was
at a slightly different venue with the artists playing slightly higher up the base of the derelict castle
and the much larger (than Saturday) audience sitting up a slight slope which would have been the
other side of a moat. With the weather again glorious we were treated to a different programme
from ‘Tiny Legs Tim’ who was such a great interpreter of acoustic country blues.
Next up was a teacher at the University of Memphis and member of The Last Chance Jug Band,
David Evans, a quite elderly country guitarist who sang in an ’old man’ style and played excellent
jangly steel guitar. He seemed absent-minded between songs and definitely didn’t have a set list
but when he performed he was electric. He could have played all day but the organizers informed
him only one more and when he left the stage, he got a standing ovation.
Although it was a lovely warm afternoon, the next guitarist walked up to the stage with a huge
brown overcoat and a big Stetson hat, unloaded and checked the guitar tuning, then started into a
Chuck Berry riff. This was Eugene ‘Hideaway’ Bridges from the USA. This set included some funk,
gospel and rock, a lot of soul and great blues. He has been performing for 44 years and his
experience as a solo act shone through.
The final act was American Kirsten Thien and her touring band. Her music fell in that limbo
between styles, similar to Sheryl Crow. She had a Scandinavian lead guitarist, Magnus Berg who
was the fastest guitarist I have ever seen. He was allowed a couple of songs, both blues numbers,
and absolutely blew the place away.
We drove home saying that we would definitely try to make it next year. The festival had no charge
or tickets, you could donate as little or as much as you liked. This had been a proper Blues festival
and I loved it.

What CD did I last buy?

NRBQ have a relatively new CD out ‘Brass Tacks’, 12 tracks of
mayhem and fun. While listening to Stewart Coleman’s program on Radio London he played a
track saying they were one of his favourite bands so I bought that album and a dozen or so CDs
later I still love them. I saw them in Tipatinas in New Orleans and met, and had a lovely long chat
with, Al Anderson (original guitarist) on a Blues Cruise. He didn’t know there were any fans in the
UK. They are not quite Rhythm and Blues, not quite Rock‘n’Roll, in fact, not quite anything except
bloody great!

What was on my IPod today? The Medley; ‘Slow Down/Bony Maronie/Knock on Wood/Heard it
Through the Grapevine/Classified’ by James Booker from his CD ‘Resurrection Of The Bayou
Maharajah’. He is ‘gone’ on this track and the tunes are barely recognisable but he is high on my
list of piano extroverts!
Dave Parker
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SHEIK Records Ten 103
Howdy Cats and Dolls,
This ten incher carrying music from Texas deals
with serious wax, thick vinyl and rare recordings
starting with Beamon Tom Forse's "You Better Go
Now" issued as B-side for "The Rest of My Life"
(Rodney 514). This relaxed bopper with great
bass is a fabulous Starday Custom release. Both
sides were cut at the famed Goldstar studios in
Houston, Texas, late 1954/early 1955. Beamon,
who knew George Jones from his childhood, was
Truit Forse' cousin. Truit is famous in his own right
for "Chicken Bop" (Starday 596), another fabulous
boppin' song. There was definitively a lot of talent
in that family.
Next comes Bill Morgan with "Red Hot Rhythm
Combo" issued b/b with "Two Minutes Three
Seconds" on Dart 137 around July 1960. This
pleasant bopper that needs to be played loud was
his only release on Pappy Daily's label. Maybe a brought in recording 'cause it should be Jerry
Reed handling the guitar work? The third recording comes from Towne House, a label based in
Sulphur Springs, Texas. Euel Hall and The Rhythm Rockers go on "Stand In Line" issued with
"Blue Feeling" in 1960. This tune with very hick vocal and beautiful guitar work sounds very
primitive, making it clear that the new decade was just a calendar matter.
Now comes what the Redman likes the most: unissued recordings and unknown... "April's Foolin'
Me" is a humorous and very clever tune with sharp guitar. It comes from the stash of unissued
Jack Rhodes reel to reel tapes. The sound is bright so you feel like you’re with these guys at
Jack's studio in Mineola, Texas.
Next offering is "I'll Be Yours" by Dotti Jones and Winston O'Neal issued on TNT 134, the famous
record label from San Antonio. Dotti Jones and Winston O'Neal combine old time fiddling with
some superb hot rockin' guitar licks. The vocal reminds me somewhat of Rose Maddox and her
Brothers making that song one of my favourites. To close the first side we have Tommy Castle's
"Wanderlust" that was issued with "I've Done More Accidentally", both from Jack Rhodes' pen, on
Starday 538 around February 1956. A superb relaxed waxing, a bit like "Kaw Liga" minus the fast
part with stunning steel guitar work. Tommy Castle. who was from Big Spring, Texas, had also
recorded at the Jim Beck Studio in Dallas as T J Castle in January 1952 and had a connection
with Tommy Cassel from Shreveport.
Now it is time to flip the wax and to play the first selection, Sleepy Le Beef's "You're So Easy To
Love" released on the Dixie E.P series [Chicago, Illinois ] that is most definitely a Texas recording,
no doubt cut at Bill Quinn's Goldstar studio. Classic Sleepy sound but with vocal chorus on a tune
that bops gently. Next comes the demented Bobby Louis, who had two releases on Capitol
records by 1959, with the unissued "High Voltage" recorded as a demo with piano/guitar at Jack
Rhodes' location as was the unreleased “Square Dance” by him presented on volume two. Cool
'hep' lyrics about an electric girl who can light up like a neon sign. Next in line is Mickey Gilley,
Jerry Lee Lewis' famous cousin, with "Tell Me Why" from his first release in October 1957. Issued
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on Manor MH-106 with "Ooh Wee Baby" it's a killer piano rocker with blistering guitar played by
Joey Long, the famed Gulf Coast picker who plays on all of Sonny Fisher's four Starday records.
Roy Fisher's "Troubles" was issued around May 1962 on New England 1005, a label owned and
operated by Daniel Raye Andrade (aka: Hank The Drifter/Joe Lombardie). It was Roy's second
release for that label and this side is a hot tune with steel guitar, lead guitar and fiddle about a gal
who always gets him in trouble. Everything has to come to an end so the LP closes with Bennie
Hess' "I'm A One Woman Man" issued on Opera record 1022 in 1951. It's not the Johnny Horton
song but a blend between Hank Williams' vocal and Ernest Tubb’s Honky-Tonk sound with superb
hot lead guitar. A real character, a hustler and raconteur, Bennie Hess (born in 1914) was also the
owner of "Spade", "Pearl" and "Major" record labels that brought us some fine rockin' sides.
So do yourself a favour, get this record as soon as you can and let's hope for another one next
year. Enjoy the cool liner notes and pictures on the rear sleeve and the... blasting 50's sound of
these rockin' boppin' jewels.
Dominique "Imperial" ANGLARES - September 28, 2014

A Letter from Lancashire
Hi Keith
I had a good time in a busy, sunny Colne yesterday. Bumped into a few old friends
and had a quiet(ish) pint of Sam Smith’s old brewery bitter in the Red Lion (£1.80!)
before going to the Muni for Mike Sanchez. Hadn't realised Nick Lunt would be on
baritone sax, so that was a pleasant surprise and we had a chat before they went
on. Mike was less animated than usual, having hurt his back planting trees back
home in Spain, but otherwise he (and the band) were on top form, highlights being
Nappy Brown's Coal Miner, Fats' I'm Ready, John Fred's Shirley, Red Hot Mama,
Deep In The Heart Of Texas and a terrific Heebie Jeebies that nearly blew the roof
off the place.
Walter Mitty's Head played their regular blend of rockin' punkiness, including the
Link Wray pair of Jack The Ripper and Run Chicken Run, in the renamed Duke of
Lancaster - although most people still refer to it as the Shepherds (its previous
name).
Back to the Muni for Eric Burdon & the Animals who spent so long checking
sound - over half an hour, seriously - that they received slow handclaps and
catcalls. However Eric still has a great bluesy voice and gradually won the crowd
round. I don't know who his Animals were, but I wasn't that enamoured with them, a
bit too rocky and modern for me with elongated instrumental parts in some songs. A
combination of ale, warmth and standing made me feel tired so I left as they began
We Gotta Get Out Of This Place. It was after 11.30 by then and House Of The
Rising Sun was still to come. A good show from Eric, though, included When I Was
Young, Good Times, It's My Life, Baby Let Me Take You Home. Roy Young was
due on at 11pm, so I’m afraid I missed him completely due to the Animals’
ridiculous sound shenanigans. I didn't see any of the band knocking about either.
I stayed the night at Geoff's and this morning we enjoyed a very tasty traditional
breakfast at Linda's Pendle Sandwitch Cafe & Bar. (Incidentally, Sandwitch isn’t a
typo - H) I didn't visit Colne Friday/Saturday/Monday, so can't file a festival report.
By the way, Steve Howarth remarked to me that he considers the current issue of
TFTW to be an excellent read - as do I.
Love from Lancashire

Shaky Lee Wilkinson
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All these events are brought to you by our esteemed TFTW Social Secretary Mr John Jolliffe:
Here is the 2014 list of TFTW OUT & ABOUT social activities. Something for everyone. Full
details, meet up times etc, nearer the date.
UP and COMING
The social side of the TFTW organisation incorporates the TFTW Thursday Club, TFTW
Mashers Club, TFTW Ale Club, and the TFTW Sunday Outings Club. It aims to provide a
friendly environment, chiefly through a programme of social events. If you haven't yet discovered
the joys, why not come and join us, you'll be very welcome.
Friday 31st October. Monthly Gang Meet Up. (tba)
Thursday 20th November. Fullers Griffin Brewery Tour, Chiswick. The tour includes all aspects
of beer making, culminating with the highlight of any tour, the tasting session. Tickets, which are
£10, must be booked in advance. So if you want to be added to the list for the visit, please let me
know asap. (Hammersmith or Turnham Green tube. tba).
Friday 28th November. Monthly Gang Meet Up. (tba)
Tuesday 30th December. Christmas Gang Meet Up. We shall once again return to our festive
location, the Strand Carvery. (tba)
The TFTW SOCIAL CLUB has once again enjoyed a variety of events. What did you miss.?
3rd August, River trip to Greenwich.
A number of Woodies, including
Dorothy Papard, who has since
passed her 100 years birthday,
gathered at the Embankment Pier
for the catamaran cruise down old
Father Thames to Greenwich. A
very relaxing forty minutes. The
hungry ones amongst us headed
straight for Goddard's pie and
Mash shop. This pie shop must head the Woodies pie and mash awards table, for quantity and
quality so far. But there are many more pies to sample in the future, before we come to the overall
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winner. In Goddard's we made acquaintance with ex-boxer Johnny Anderson, a real east end
geezer, who we guessed was somehow involved with the Richardson gang in the past. He was
also close friends with 3 Card Billy. This cockney sparrow was engrossing and had us completely
captivated for half an hour or so. We came to the conclusion that he
must have had a very devious past. Cor blimey guvnor, even his
cufflinks were working clocks/watches, which must have cost him a
bung. Casbah Record Shop was very pricy.
Greenwich was very busy and difficult to get into the main market, so
we decided a couple of pints at the Kings Arms were in order before
some travelled home. Alan Lloyd, Brian Jessup and myself headed for
the Emirates Air Line Cable car experience, which crosses the
Thames from Greenwich to Canning Town. The other side wasn't very rewarding, so we somehow
found ourselves at The George, near London Bridge, for a night cap.
21 August, Mashers meet the Thursday club and go to war.
A very good turn out enjoyed lunch at Manze's pie and
Mash shop on Tower Bridge Road, before heading off to
the Imperial War Museum. Personally I found the pie very
tasty, but was disappointed with both the mash and liquor,
which I particularly found very gluey and yucky. But that's
me, as the punters queue outside the door every day for
their fill.
After a £40 million top
to bottom renovation
the war museum has
reopened its doors,
and is now bigger and bolder than ever, with more themed
areas and galleries. We did our best to get around all the
artefacts, interactive displays and immersive spaces,
including the redesigned 'trench experience', but there was so
much to see and take in. The Family in Wartime, First World
War, the Holocaust extended exhibitions and films etc, were
very moving, sad and heart felt. The museum was very
busy, so it would be more rewarding to return in December
when all the tourists have deserted us, and the schools
haven't yet broken up for Christmas holidays, to continue in
a more peaceful environment. Museums are thirsty work,
so a handful of us headed to the Rose & Crown in
Southwark for a couple of pints.

29 August, August monthly meet up.
A good turnout met for drinks on the good ship Tattershall
Castle. Ten of us, although we lost one on the way, moved
onto the Salieri Theatre Restaurant, on the Strand. A
fantastic meal was had, so yet another restaurant to add to
our must return to sooner rather than later.
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12 September, Mashers meet the Thursday club and go to see some old tins.
It has now become a custom to start any
outing with a hearty pie & mash. This time
we sampled the delights of Cockney's in
Portobello Road, which I personally found
quite acceptable. The liquor being
exceptionally tasty, warm, wet & slippery, as
it should be. We wandered around the nooks
and crannies of Portobello on the way to the
Museum
of
Brands,
Packaging
&
Advertising.
The Museum was chock a block with
consumer nostalgia, from the Victorian era
to the present time. Who remembers
Spangles? A truly fascinating walk through
mementoes of one’s childhood and beyond.

We finished up with a couple of pints at the
Duke of Wellington, outside in the last of
the summer sun, meeting old friends, and
soaking up the hustle and bustle on
Portobello. A recommended nearby pub,
the Cock & Bottle, had a few of us heading there before travelling home.
26 September, September monthly meet up.
Another good turnout met for pre-dinner drinks at the Glasshouse Stores, before heading off to
The House of Ho, Vietnamese restaurant,
Old Compton St. This was the site of the
legendary 2is coffee bar. There are still
some of the original murals to be seen on
the wall. Alas the sound system was not
Rock'n'Roll. There was a little confusion on
how to order the food. As it turned out you
simply ordered lots of small dishes and
shared it out amongst the eight diners. So
the Shaking Beef, Apple Smoked Pork Belly,
Chicken Noodle Pho, etc. were passed to
and fro, and so it went on. The food was
delicious, if a little pricy. As a one off
experience, a fantastic evening. It's now
back to the pies.
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NEW ORLEANS SECOND LINE
the beat of the street

by Patty Lee and Armand St. Martin
This column, written by husband-wife team Patty Lee and Armand St. Martin, features Roots News From The Crescent
City - - A flavorful gumbo of who's who and what's what of New Orleans Music

New Orleans, as well as other Louisiana towns, sported a bustling music and entertainment
summertime 2014. July hosted the likes of the Catfish Festival in Des Allemands, the Lebeau
Zydeco Festival in Lebeau, the Pecan Ridge Bluegrass Festival in Jackson, the Running of the
Bulls San Fermin in Nuevo Orleans in New Orleans, the Swamp Pop Music Festival in Gonzales,
the Watermelon Festivals in both Saline and in Farmerville, and the Cajun French Music & Food
Festival in Lake Charles. Armand St. Martin performed on July 4th at Dos Jefes Uptown Cigar Bar
to a full house which included legendary pianoman-singer/songwriter Allen Toussaint on the
second row who afterwards commended St. Martin on his "vast repertoire of song choices, on
Armand's talents, and on how well he connected with his audience." Toussaint particularly enjoyed
St. Martin's covers of Toussaint's own hits he penned like "Mother In Law," "Lipstick Traces," "Holy
Cow," "All These Things," "Fortune Teller," "It's Raining," and more. Toussaint was particularly
pleased that St. Martin mentioned Toussaint's songwriting days from where Toussaint grew up in
his childhood home on College Court in New Orleans which not everybody knows.

Armand St. Martin at Dos Jefes, July 4, 2014,
when Allen Toussaint was in the audience
(c) Patty Lee

Armand St. Martin and Allen Toussaint at
location of Toussaint's childhood home at
College Court in New Orleans (c) Patty Lee

On St. Martin's third set at Dos Jefes the same night, well-known jazz trumpet player Wendell
Brunious sat in, which added a jazz touch to St. Martin's otherwise rockin' jazzy R&B'ish solo
piano show. The two musicians mixed St. Martin's original piano songs with the Brunious jazz
trumpet touches (which they did on the spot) which brought down the house. Brunious hails from a
Louisiana Creole family of jazz trumpeters: his father, John "Picket" Brunious, Sr. studied at
Julliard and arranged music for Cab Calloway and Billy Eckstine; he also played with Paul
Barbarin and the Young Tuxedo Brass Band, among others; Wendell's brother, John Brunious, Jr.
served as the bandleader of the New Orleans Preservation Hall Jazz Band; his nephew Mark
Braud became a "successor as the bandleader of the Preservation Hall Jazz Band; his uncle,
Willie Santiago was "one of the first guitarists ever recorded" and played cornet for Buddy Bolden;
and his son, Brandon Brunious is a New Orleans jazz guitarist and bass player. Wendell Brunious,
born October 27, 1954, made his "first recording at age nine" and started learning trumpet at 11.
He went on to play with Danny Barker, he became the bandleader of Kid Thomas Valentine's band
upon Valentine's passing, he has performed with national acts such Lionel Hampton, Sammy
Rimington, Dr, Michael White, Harry Connick, Jr., and Linda Hopkins, he recorded with the
Caledonia Jazz Band of Norway, and he continues performing frequently at Preservation Hall. His
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discography includes "Down in
Honky Tonk Town," "In the
Tradition," "Wendell Brunious,"
and "Mama Don't Allow It".
Speaking of famous jazz
trumpet players from/in New
Orleans, the City as a whole
grieved the loss of New
Orleans' own internationallyknown and oldest trumpet
player and icon, Lionel Ferbos.
Lionel Ferbos passed away on
July
19, 2014, just two days after
Armand St. Martin and Wendell Brunious, July 4, 2014, Dos Jefes
his 103rd birthday when on July
(c) Patty Lee
17th he had attended his 103rd
birthday party full of music admirers at the Palm Court on Decatur Street in the French Quarter.
(Ferbos was still performing in public in March 2014 at age 102 before his July birthday,) Lionel
Ferbos' death was mourned and covered by local, national and international media, while USA
Today and the New York Times had celebrated Ferbos' 100th birthday with coverage three years
ago. A repeated story is that Ferbos had asthma as a child. However, he wanted to play music but
his parents were "skeptical about any wind instruments and discouraged him." Regardless, as a
young teenager he was inspired by an "all-girl orchestra at the Orpheum Theatre" in New Orleans,
and at age 15 he figured "he could do anything a girl could do!" He paraded himself down to a
pawn shop, bought himself a battered cornet, and took music lessons with it. The rest is nearly an
entire century of Lionel Ferbos' musical and personal history.
During the Great Depression, Ferbos "played his first trumpet" as a teen with the WPA Jazz Band
and ended up becoming the last surviving member years later. A poignant
story as recounted by New Orleans Morning News Anchorwoman, Sally Ann
Roberts, on WWL-TV quotes Ferbos as recounting, "I had asthma in every
joint and I had about four or five operations. The doctor told me, 'You're doing
all right but you aren't going to live long.'" Ferbos added, "That was when I
was about 50!" His many musical accomplishments are too many to recount
in a short column, thus for more information. Among Ferbos' credits, he was a
founding member of the New Orleans Ragtime Orchestra in 1967 and
besides becoming a popular local group, they toured Europe eight times. He
was also a stage band member for Vernel Bagneris musical, "One Mo' Time,"
back in 1979. For over two decades, Ferbos was band leader for the Palm
Court Jazz Band in the French Quarter. His motto has always been, "Practice,
practice, practice! Do that and you'll make friends around the world!"
Lionel Ferbos,
last public
performance,
age 102, New
Orleans - July
17, 1911 - July
19, 2014 (c)
2014 Patty Lee

This humble gentleman and extraordinary musician repeatedly, in interviews
and in live performances throughout the years, thanked all the people who
appreciated his talents. Through tears, he said at his last birthday party in July,
"I want to thank everybody who has been very nice to me. I've been very lucky
and I have a lot of good friends." After his special and well-attended 103rd
birthday party, Lionel Ferbos, extraordinary man, bandleader and musician,
died peacefully at home with family and loved ones only two days later - (sans
his wife of 75 years who preceded him in death).

On August 21, 2014 another well-liked and talented trumpeter died in New Orleans. Warren B.
Jones, who grew up in the French Quarter and was known by locals simply as "Porgy Jones,"
enjoyed nearly 60 years in New Orleans as a musician. Like Lionel Ferbos and many other New
Orleans musicians, Jones started music lessons early in life. His began when he was seven and
this love of learning music followed him all the way into high school where he played with the
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school band. His teen years put him in a position to play with the likes of locals Ernie K-Doe,
Johnny Adams, Eddie Bo, and Tommy Ridgley. By the time he made his way to NYC and
remained there for a decade, he found himself performing with Ray Charles and Art Blakey.
Returning home, he headed up his own jazz band featuring name players and landed a steady
booking at Sylvia's on Freret Street in New Orleans, known for modern jazz concerts at the time,
which was often compared to the Dew Drop Inn. Throughout his career, Jones recorded with
familiar names such as Allen Toussaint, George Benson, Wardell Quezergue, Smokey Johnson,
and Jerry "the Iceman" Butler, and played live with many more including Armand St. Martin. In
1972, Jones recorded his own 45rpm for the Great Southern label, titled "Catch Joe Potato"
followed by a double-sided single called "The Dap I," and "The Dap II." Alfred Roberts, a
percussionist with Jones fondly said, "Porgy had a jazzy way of playing - - you could see it in his
body language, he had a lot of rhythms in his music." Armand St. Martin recalls how Jones asked
for St. Martin's CDs to see what Jones could do with St. Martin's songs. "He really believed in my
music and I was always grateful. He will be missed. Porgy was a really kind and quiet man and a
talented trumpet player. I was taken back when I heard of his passing. He was just 74." Jones'
memorial was attended by many local musicians. (Porgy Jones is spotted on stage with trumpet in
hand at Antoinette K-Doe's jazz funeral after-party at Rock 'n' Bowl.
On an up-note, August hosted Louisiana festivals galore such as the Duck Festival in Gueydon,
the Red Dress Run in New Orleans, the Shrimp Festival and Blessing of the Fleet in Delcambre,
the "Le Cajun" Cajun French Music Association Festival and Awards in Lafayette, and the Deep
South Rodeo in Winnsboro - all which yearly highlight local music. August was also the ninth
anniversary of Katrina which is always remembered with special events from Texas to Mississippi.
Patty Lee and Armand St. Martin produced their 9th Annual Katrina Artistically Revisited special
multi-media commemorative event on August 28th, yearly staged on the "anniversary eve of
Katrina" at the Theatres at Canal Place in downtown New Orleans for free to the public, featuring
"everything Katrina" including award-winning music, films, photographs, first responder stories and
more. "We produce our special event annually to remember those who perished in Katrina and to
honor those who survived," say the St. Martins.
The August issue of the New Orleans magazine called Gambit rolled-out their local
"BestofNewOrleans 2014" which included; Dooky Chase as the "Best Creole Restaurant," Cochon
Restaurant as the "Best Cajun Restaurant," Hansen's Sno-Bliz as the "Best Sno-Ball," the Gumbo
Shop as the "Best Gumbo," the Hot 8 Brass Band as the "Best Local Brass Band," Oak Street Poboy Festival as the "Best Food Festival," the Roosevelt Hotel as the "Best Hotel," Louisiana Music
Factory as the "Best Locally Owned Record Store" with "Peaches Records" as a close second,
and WWOZ 90.7 as the "Best Radio Station." Of course, Gambit Magazine was proclaimed the
"Best Magazine!"
September music offerings around the Pelican State were bustling as always with Autumn in the
air. There was music featured at: the Alligator Festival in Luling, BooZoo's Dog Hill Day in Iowa
(yes, that's in Louisiana!), the Cajun Food Fest in Lydia, the Roastin' with Rosie BBQ Fest in
Jennings, the Original Southwest LA Zydeco Festival in Plaisance, the Meat Pie Festival and the
Cane River Zydeco Festival - both in Natchitoches, the LA Sugar Cane Festival in New Iberia, the
Bluegrass Festival in Oak Grove, the Creole Zydeco Festival in St. Martinville, the La Fete
d'Ecologie in Thibodaux, the National Hunting and Fishing Day held in Baton Rouge, Monroe and
in Haughton, and even the Celebration of Butterflies in Haynesville. Louisiana prides in producing
festivals all year 'round and September is no exception.
A side note: Local non-musical news which is still being chatted about behind closed-doors and in
open-air restaurants is that the Big Easy's "through-Katrina-now former-Mayor of New Orleans"
began his 10 year sentence in federal prison in September, after being convicted of 20 counts of
bribery, conspiracy and money laundering stemming from his two terms as Mayor, including the
chaotic days after Hurricane Katrina hit in 2005."
Another music legend we lost in New Orleans in recent weeks is Cosimo Vincent Matassa, the son
of John Matassa, a Sicilian immigrant and grocery store owner, who with his partner Joe Mancuso
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formed J&M Amusement Services in New Orleans. On commission, the two partners would place
jukeboxes in restaurants and bars. At an early age, Cosimo Matassa figured out he could sell the
used, unwanted records that were discarded from the jukeboxes and soon learned that there was
a big local demand for new songs and records. Mancuso and Cosimo opened J&M Music Shop at
the corner of Rampart and Dumaine streets (838 N. Rampart Street) and soon the record sales
were thriving while Cosimo realized there was a further need for a way to make records locally. By
1946, Cosimo put together very simple recording equipment in the back of his father's store and
started out making low-end demos, nothing to speak of. However, in the next year - enter DeLuxe
Records. Two brothers, David and Julius Braun from New Jersey came knocking on Cosimo's
studio door wondering where they could find "undiscovered blues and jazz artists to record."
Instead, the Braun Brothers and Cosimo figured out they could all make more if Cosimo recorded
artists locally rather than the Brauns convincing the New Orleans artists to travel to New Jersey
just to record. This was a good idea for everybody. It was the beginning of something big to come.
Cosimo recorded two of his earliest hits: Paul Gayten's "True," and Annie Laurie's cover tune,
"Since I Fell For You." Gayten stayed on as a musical director and arranger for Cosimo's studio.
(As the years went by, other musical directors and arrangers who participated in these hit-making
sessions were renowned names such as Dave Bartholomew, born in Edgard, La., Allen Toussaint,
Harold Raymond Battiste, Jr., born in 1931 in New Orleans, and Wardell Quezergue, March 12,
1930 - September 6, 2011 who was considered "the Creole Beethoven." (Although these artists
were really producers all along, the term "producer" didn't exist in the beginning; however,
eventually the producer term was developed which helped accurately describe their participation in
making hits, along with Cosimo.)
In 1947, the Brauns returned again to New Orleans and with Cosimo "Good Rockin' Tonight" by
Roy Brown came to life. Many historians and music lovers attribute this song recorded by Cosimo
as "the beginning of rock and roll."
These hits were major accomplishments by Cosimo because at that time in music recording
history, it was impossible for Cosimo to correct any mistakes on the recording itself if the artists
made errors. He was using a "Presto 28N disc-cutting machine that used an acetate master disc
to produce metal stampers from which the records were then manufactured." Thus, the "acetate
disc was discarded" with every mistake, so everybody had to re-record until it was determined the
final recording was ready. The Braun Brothers next discovered Dave Bartholomew, a trumpeter,
signed him up as an A&R man in New Orleans, and Bartholomew's first discovery of note was
Antoine "Fats" Domino. "The Fat Man" came to life when Cosimo recorded Fats Domino on
December 10, 1949 in his studio with Bartholomew (the inventor of "The Big Beat"), and a handful
of musicians who retrofitted new lyrics to the music of "Junker's Blues" and used the Fat Man title
from a popular radio program. According to historians, "The Fat Man" by Fats Domino reached
number one on the R&B charts, launching Fats' career and launching what was considered 'the
golden age of New Orleans R&B," selling tens of thousands of copies in New Orleans in the first
days of release which was followed by this song "breaking nationally in January, 1950." Any hit
song of that era that came out of New Orleans, came out of one of Cosimo Matassa's several
studios over time. "Cosimo was a genius, and amassed a team of geniuses that to this day have
been irreplaceable and unmatched in New Orleans music," says Patty Lee. "Cosimo (aka Coz)
spawned the careers of countless musical hit-makers with 21 gold records in his list of
achievements and approximately 250 singles that made it to national charts," she adds. "He was a
visionary, an engineer, a record label owner, and a Rock and Roll Hall of Fame recipient who
peacefully passed away in New Orleans at age 88 (April 13, 1926 - September 11, 2014). Cosimo
Matassa 'was' the New Orleans Sound."
The very next day, September 12th (after Cosimo passed away on September 11th), Armand St.
Martin performed piano and sang a three minute memorial medley which he prepared overnight of
some of Cosimo's many great hits, on WYES-TV's "Stepping Out with Peggy Laborde" in New
Orleans. St. Martin performed portions of Chris Kenner's 1961 hit, "Something You Got," Lee
Dorsey's "Holy Cow," Irma Thomas' 1962 hit, "It's Raining," Benny Spellman's "Lipstick Traces,"
Fats Domino's "Fat Man," and Huey Piano Smith's "Rockin' Pneumonia and the Boogie Woogie
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Blues." These are some of the songs that St. Martin includes regularly in his live concerts when he
features New Orleans Classics.
On September 13th, Patty Lee and Armand St. Martin greeted Mickey Gilley and his Urban
Cowboy Band in New Orleans.

Mickey Gilley's "Gilley's Beer"
(collectible) pictured on Armand
St. Martin's Yamaha Baby
Electric Grand in New Orleans (c)
Patty Lee

Banner artwork by Bette Carl of Yellow Ribbon Radio

On September 16th, Armand St. Martin and Patty Lee attended the funeral of Cosimo Matassa at
Lakelawn Funeral Home. On September 17th, St. Martin did an hour interview about Cosimo with
DJ Bette Carl, owner/operator of Yellow Ribbon Radio where St. Martin is the official Roving Artist
Reporter.
Armand St. Martin's personal account of attending Cosimo Matassa's funeral and going to the
home of John Matassa, a son of Cosimo's, after the funeral:
"While sitting in the chapel of the beautiful memorial service for Cosimo Matassa here in New
Orleans, I again realized the greatness of his legacy: that he was the crossroads, the nexus, for all
of the great music we think of as the golden era of New Orleans Rock and Roll, and the musicians
who created it.
"We recognize the giants in their own right - Fats Domino, Dave Bartholomew, Allen Toussaint,
Irma Thomas, Ernie K-Doe, Huey “Piano” Smith, Little Richard, Smiley Lewis, Professor Longhair,
Lloyd Price, Dr. John, Guitar Slim, Sugar Boy Crawford, Roy Brown, The Hawkettes, Art Neville,
Bobby Charles, Eddie Bo, Shirley and Lee, Clarence “Frogman” Henry, Earl King, Chris Kenner,
Jimmy Clanton, Frankie Ford, Mickey Gilley, and more.
"Each of these greats is a study in huge music success and prolificness, but Cosimo was there for
all of that and all of them, being an integral part of making the “New Orleans Sound.” He stood on
the peak of that vast mountain of creativity calmly directing them all to their hits.
"The funeral was very traditional, very meaningful and solemn. Dave Bartholomew was sitting in
the aisle in a wheelchair just a person away from us, to the left of our pew, where his body
guard/caregiver sat. There by us in his wheelchair, Dave's sense of loss was beyond profound,
causing us immense sadness. During the visitation earlier, Dave Bartholomew, Allen Toussaint,
and Dr. John had exited to a private parlor because they needed more privacy, being griefstricken. We heard at the funeral that Dave Bartholomew was so distraught that he was
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inconsolable in the private parlor for over half an hour. He had spent his entire professional life in
collaboration with Cosimo and they and their families were very close.
"Almost all of the surviving greats who reside New Orleans had come to pay their respects to this
great man.
"After the service, we accepted the family’s invitation to join the family at the home of the eldest
Matassa son, John. We were treated like old friends in their home, and John Matassa knew me
from my frequent appearances as a guest musician on the television. I also had met his father,
Cosimo, on several occasions. John graciously showed us wall after wall of Cosimo's framed
awards, commendations, special citations, and more. It was breath-taking to see such a huge
collection in one home of Cosimo's honors. John explained each award and a story behind it. He
was particularly proud of an elegant official plaque and medal from the President of Italy naming
Cosimo Matassa as an Honorary Count on behalf of all of Cosimo's accomplishments in
entertainment.
"John personally recounted to Patty Lee and to me about the early days of the J&M studio when
Cosimo was crossing the color line to record and promote African-American artists. There had
even been many threats to Cosimo and his family and prejudice against what Cosimo was doing
by recording. But Cosimo bravely worked on, believing in the artists he was recording and in their
music.
"You could easily miss Cosimo Matassa in a crowd - this modest, unassuming, and good-hearted
man - except for a delightful twinkle in his eye.
"I asked John about the original recording equipment, mixer, microphones, etc. I was shocked
when he told me that Cosimo never threw anything away, and that he kept what he wasn’t using in
a storage facility near Tulane Avenue and South Jefferson Davis Parkway here in New Orleans,
along with stacks of unheard and
unreleased tapes. ALL of them! This
priceless and irreplaceable collection
was destroyed in the flood following
Hurricane Katrina due to the levees
breaching. Once again, here is yet
another tragic story of Katrina and the
flooding that created unspeakable
and indescribable losses which in turn
ends up affecting all of us
everywhere.
"The family still operates Matassa’s
grocery store in the French Quarter,
just a few blocks from the laundromat
that occupies the building where J&M
studios started out making so many of
those hit records that even today are
still classic hits." - ASTM
Cosimo Matassa, photo of a display
at John Matassa's home after the
funeral of Cosimo (c) Patty Lee

For more about Cosimo, New Orleans
artists and New Orleans music,
stay tuned...
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Letters to the Editor

With reference to
Soulboy's recollection of
Willie Clayton and
Latimore at The Astoria in
1988 and his nonrecollection of James
Govan's performance,
I am in the same
quandary. However, as
I have photos of the first
two artists and none of
Govan I have to lean
toward the view that he
did not appear despite
being listed on the ticket.
Paul Harris

Hi Keith, my friends
and I always look
forward to your gigs,
especially the
Heritage gig held at
the Borderline in
January/February
each year,
The atmosphere is
terrific, the artists are
talented and friendly
and the Band led by
John is truly fantastic,
Thanks from all your
fans.
John Fisher

Hi Keith and all
contributors to the latest
mag. It took me a
fortnight to get through it
so getting it all together
must be quite a job.
Great articles, especially
the sit down with Dave
Travis; the Another
Louisiana Saturday Night
concert must have been
terrific. Didn’t get to know
about the show until after
the event which is a
shame. Cheers for now
Colin Spencer

.

The Buzz
Welcome to The Buzz
The 'Tales From The Woods' round up of gigs where you really need to show
your face.
Greetings gang,
Apologies for the briefness of my Buzz column this issue gang, we need to get Issue 81 out a little
earlier than normal, due to the pending departure upon a much deserved holiday for our tireless
website man who also doubles as TFTW magazine’s on-line distributor. There are just one event I
would like to bring to the attention of all you loyal subscribers.
Good friend to us all here at TFTW, Roy Phillips, is promoting a charity event for a very worthwhile
cause, I’ll hand over to Roy now to tell us all about it in his own words.
We are doing a charity event in Staines on Friday 17th
October so please put it in your diary. my man Lee and I
have worked real hard to organise it with three bands , DJ
and it’s the ALPACA THREADS, our own brand new band’s
debut gig too!
Tell everyone you know please and hope to see you there
for the beginning of a great new era of sound. The line up at
The Hobgoblin in Staines is:
MEN OF THE CROOKED MOUTHS - THE ALPACA
THREADS - BIG MOUTH plus top DJ MARTIN JOYCE
spinning soul, freakbeat, psych, funk, punk, mod, ska.
We got it all .and you can have it too... it’s gonna be a great
night - starts 7.00pm. 'til 1.00am.
Also, on behalf of Graham Fenton, we were going to plug the Isle Of Wight Rock'n'Roll Weekender
in November but have just found out this is cancelled due to lack of support.
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The Gig List
Information is obtained from various sources and is hopefully accurate.
The advice ‘check before travelling’ remains sound.
October 2014
3
Friday
Jimmy LaFave
Texan country/folk exponent of Red Dirt Music.
Bush Hall
£17.50 + fees
8
Wednesday
Rod Picott
Nashville singer-songwriter who is a regular visitor to the UK.
The Green Note
£12.50 + fees
9
Thursday
Sacred steel and more.
London Brooklyn Bowl

Robert Randolph & The Family Band
£30 + fees

17
Friday
David Gest’s Soul Legends Live Festival
Russell Thompkins (Stylistics), Denis Edwards (Temptations), Sheila Ferguson (Three Degrees), Deniece
Williams, Billy Paul, Kim Weston and Brenda Holloway are listed.
Lakeside Country Club, Wharf Road, Frimley Green GU16 6JR £29 - £75 + fees
24
Friday
Dave Alvin & Phil Alvin with the Guilty Ones
Legendary American rootsmen no doubt promoting their latest album where they ‘play and sing the songs of
Big Bill Broonzy’.
Islington Assembly Hall
£19 + fees
26 to 31 Sunday to Friday BluesFest, London
Play ‘spot the bluesman’ or just go for the music. (www.bluesfest.co.uk). Daytime gigs take place from
Monday 27 October.
Royal Albert Hall
£ Various
30
Thursday
Harry Manx
The link between the blues and Hindustani music (it says here). No prizes for guessing where he was born.
Borderline
£12 + fees
November 2014
2
Sunday
Otis Gibbs
An afternoon gig (14.30) for this Americana artist.
Union Chapel
£12 + fees
5
Wednesday
Michael Messer & Ed Genis
Roots and blues duo celebrating thirty years together.
The Green Note
£10 + fees
6
Thursday
Paul Lamb & The King Snakes
Regular British blues harmonica winner plays within a punt of the home of the squashed ball.
Eel Pie Club at The Cabbage Patch, Twickenham
£12
9
Sunday
The Dave Kelly Band
An infrequent non-acoustic gig for British blues veteran.
Half Moon, Putney
£10 adv, £12 door
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13
Thursday
Doña Oxford
Two-fisted boogie woogie player from New York City appearing with her own band.
Eel Pie Club at The Cabbage Patch, Twickenham
£12
13
Thursday
Martha Tilston
Folk singer who has an occasional band called ‘The Woods’. Cosmic!
Bush Hall
£15 + fees
14
Friday
Osaka Monaurail
Japanese funk band and stars of Porretta 2013 putting on a fun show for discerning Brits.
Islington Assembly Hall
£17.50 + fees
15
Saturday
The Stylistics
Apparently better without original lead singer Russell Thompkins, who now fronts The New Stylistics.
Indigo at the O2
£22.50 to £32.50 + fees
18
Tuesday
Jona Lewie
Started out as a blues pianist, but better known as a former kitchen resident.
Half Moon, Putney
£10 adv, £12 door
20
Thursday
Shaun Escoffery & Avery Sunshine
Two gospel-inflected vocalists. May be worth checking out after the Soulboy found a Curtis connection in
the former.
Under The Bridge
£27.50 + fees
21
Friday
SOS Band plus Gwen Dickey (of Rose Royce and Loose Ends
Slip on your disco shoes and dance the night away.
Indigo at the O2
£32.10 to £101.50
22
Saturday
Barrence Whitfield & The Savages
He may have been born Barry White, but don’t expect any bedroom serenades from this R&B screamer.
Jazz Café
£16.50 + fees
23
Sunday
Shemekiah Copeland
Blues singer and fathered by a Johnny. Is that possible?
100 Club
£17.50 + fees
25
Tuesday
Anaïs Mitchell
‘The queen of modern folk music’ all the way from Vermont.
Half Moon, Putney
£10 adv, £12 door
27
Thursday
The Ska-talites
Sadly only Lester Sterling and occasional vocalist Doreen Shaffer remain, but the memories linger on.
229 The Venue
£25 + fees
27
Thursday
Eugene Hideaway Bridges
Bluesman who is regular visitor down under, but it’s good to see Eu back up and about.
The Borderline
£12 + fees

Don’t forget to put February 1st 2015 in your diary for our
tenth anniversary 2is Reunion/British Rock’n’Roll Show
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If you wish to be placed on our mailing list to receive the free on-line magazine (around six issues per annum),
occasional newsletters/round robin emails which advise all our subscribers of items of interest, reductions on all
TFTW gigs/merchandise, also reductions on selected promotions, automatic invitations to all TFTW social
events, or if you wish to advertise in the UK's only on-line roots music magazine, please contact

'Tales From The Woods'
25 Queen Anne Avenue, Bromley, Kent, BR2 0SA
Telephone/Fax 020 8460 6941
Articles for publication can be e-mailed to TFTW@blueyonder.co.uk
All subscribers receive a membership card. For those who do not possess a computer we send out black
and white paper copies of the mag which will incur a fee of £10 per year.

Remember - you’re only young twice… Keith Woods
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